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ABSTRACT
Single-image 3D refers to the task of recovering 3D properties such as depth and surface nor-
mals from an RGB image. It is one of the fundamental problems in Computer Vision, and its
progress has the potential to bring major advancement to various other fields in vision. Although
significant progress has been made in this field, the current best systems still struggle to perform
well on arbitrary images “in the wild”, i.e. images that depict all kinds of contents and scenes.
One major obstacle is the lack of diverse training data. This dissertation makes contributions to-
wards solving the data issue by extracting 3D supervision from the Internet, and proposing novel
algorithms to learn from Internet 3D to significantly advance single-view 3D perception.
First, we have constructed “Depth in the Wild” (DIW), a depth dataset consisting of 0.5 million
diverse images. Each image is manually annotated with randomly sampled points and their relative
depth. After benchmarking state-of-the-art single-view 3D systems on DIW, we found that even
though current arts perform well on existing datasets, they perform poorly on images in the wild.
We then propose a novel algorithm that learns to estimate depth using annotations of relative depth.
Compared to the state of the art, our algorithm is simpler and performs better. Experiments show
that our algorithm, combined with existing RGB-D data and our new relative depth annotations,
significantly improves single-image depth perception in the wild.
Second, we have constructed “Surface Normals in the Wild” (SNOW), a dataset with 60K
Internet images, each manually annotated with the surface normal for one randomly sampled point.
We explore advancing depth perception in the wild using surface normal as supervision. To train
networks with surface normal annotations, we propose two novel losses, one that emphasizes depth
accuracy, and another one that emphasizes surface normal accuracy. Experiments show that our
approach significantly improves the quality of depth estimation in the wild.
Third, we have constructed “Open Annotations of Single-Image Surfaces” (OASIS), a large-
scale dataset for single-image 3D in the wild. It consists of pixel-wise reconstructions of 3D
surfaces for 140K randomly sampled Internet images. Six types of 3D properties are manually
annotated for each image: occlusion boundary (depth discontinuity), fold boundary (normal dis-
continuity), surface normal, relative depth, relative normal (orthogonal, parallel, or neither), and
planarity (planar or not). The rich annotations of human 3D perception in OASIS open up new
research opportunities on a spectrum of single-image 3D tasks — they provide in-the-wild ground
xii
truths either for the first time, or at a much larger scale than prior work. By benchmarking lead-
ing deep learning models on a variety of 3D tasks, we observe a large room for performance
improvement, pointing to ample research opportunities for designing new learning algorithms for
single-image 3D.
Finally, we have constructed “YouTube3D”, a large-scale dataset with relative depth annota-
tions for 795K images, spanning 121K videos. YouTube3D is collected fully automatically with a
pipeline based on Structure-from-Motion (SfM). The key component is a novel Quality Assessment
Network that identifies high-quality reconstructions obtained from SfM. It successfully eliminates
erroneous reconstructions to guarantee data quality. Experiments demonstrate that YouTube3D is
useful in advancing single-view depth estimation in the wild.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Perceiving 3D from A Single Image in the Wild
Humans have the remarkable ability to perceive 3D from visual inputs. From simple observa-
tion, we can effortlessly figure out the geometries of objects we see, including the orientations of
surfaces (surface normals), the occlusion between objects (occlusion relations), the physical con-
nectedness among surfaces and objects, and the overall geometric variation of the scene (shape).
Such an ability to visually perceive 3D is indispensable to our survival in the physical world, and
it would be reasonable to expect human-level artificial intelligence to possess a similar ability.
In fact, endowing machines with this ability has been a core Computer Vision problem. In
particular, the ability to perform single-view 3D, i.e. perceive 3D from a single image, is espe-
cially important due to the ever-presence of monocular images and videos. Achieving this goal
is significant in at least three aspects. Firstly, visually understanding the underlying 3D scene is
fundamental to visual navigation and planning. Secondly, acquiring and parsing 3D object shapes
is critical in making object recognition invariant to changes in viewpoint, pose, and illumination.
Thirdly, even in cases where depth sensors are present, single-view 3D is still needed to handle
reflective surfaces where sensors fail.
Besides its potential benefits to vision research, single-view 3D is also useful from an applica-
tion point of view. It is the key to understanding scene geometries, which is an integral part of AR
applications and the key to autonomous driving. It is a prerequisite for image-editing techniques
such as artificial depth-of-field, stereo effects, and image re-texturing. It makes possible fast ac-
quisition of 3D contents, which has countless applications in movies, gaming and fast prototyping.
Single-view 3D remains challenging despite significant recent progress – although state-of-
the-art methods have already excelled on existing benchmarks such as NYU Depth [91] and
KITTI [33], they struggle to produce accurate outputs on arbitrary images in the wild. Unlike
indoor or cityscape images featured in standard benchmarks, in-the-wild images are taken with no
constraint on cameras, scenes, contents, and illumination, being much more diverse and challeng-
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Depth in the Wild DatasetNYU V2 Dataset KITTI Dataset Make3D Dataset
Figure 1.1: Example images from current RGB-D datasets and the Depth in the Wild (DIW)
dataset. Compared to images in NYU, KITTI and Make3D which depicts only indoor or cityscapes
content, images in the wild are significantly more diverse.
ing. Fig. 1.1 best illustrates the difference in image diversity between prior work and images in
the wild, where images from several well-established depth benchmarks are compared with those
from Depth in the Wild, which is a novel depth benchmark presented by this dissertation.
Single-view 3D in the wild is hard. One major reason is that the problem is fundamentally
under-constrained. While image formation is the process of projecting a rich 3D world onto a
2D plane, single-image 3D is the reverse of this process, where an image can be explained by an
infinite number of valid 3D reconstructions. Nevertheless, this problem is not hopelessly unsolv-
able, because among all the possible reconstructions, only some would make sense. Therefore,
single-image 3D is usually formulated as one of statistical inference, with much of the effort de-
voted to finding the most likely explanation by learning a statistical distribution. Unfortunately,
the distribution varies from scenes to scenes and is not easily transferable. Unless having seen a
huge amount of diverse data, which is currently lacking, it is hard to learn a distribution that is
representative of the world, and models will always have difficulties generalizing in the wild.
There are two possible solutions to improve single-view 3D in the wild. The first one is to
provide extensive 3D data in the wild. Intuitively, should we have all the images in the world
as well as their 3D reconstructions, single-view 3D reduces to a simple problem of table look-
up. Although this is unrealistic, the hope is that by going through diverse data, models can learn
a distribution that is representative enough to generalize well in the wild. The second one is to
develop more powerful networks and better learning strategies, so that models make more effective
use of data and estimate better 3D. However, it would still be difficult if not impossible to train
models that generalize well without seeing diverse data. Data is the bottleneck.
This dissertation focuses on single-view 3D in the wild, with the ultimate goal to emulate the
human ability in perceiving 3D from arbitrary images. We will discuss the approaches we take to
acquire extensive 3D supervision in the wild from the Internet, as well as strategies to learn from
such data. We will also discuss future plans to advance this field in the final chapter.
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1.2 Challenges
This section discusses the challenges faced by single-view 3D in two aspects: data and learning
algorithms.
1.2.1 Data
Single-view 3D in the wild aims to reconstruct 3D from an arbitrary image. Intuitively, it is
unrealistic to expect a model to accurately reconstruct an image depicting a person when all it has
ever learned is to reconstruct a tree. In other words, a model needs to go through a large amount of
data that is rich in diversity to generalize and truly grasp the essence of single-view 3D.
In fact, utilizing large datasets has been shown to be highly effective: the progress made in
object recognition has largely been propelled by datasets like ImageNet [27] covering diverse ob-
ject categories with high-quality labels. But unlike object recognition, single-image 3D has lacked
an ImageNet equivalent that covers diverse scenes with high-quality 3D ground truths. Existing
datasets are restricted to a narrow range of scenes such as indoor [91] or driving [33], mostly be-
cause they are collected with depth sensors, whose restrictions in operation has severely limited
the diversity of curated data.
A lack of diverse data leads to two issues. First, learning on scene-specific 3D data has been
shown to result in poor generalization [17]. This is expected as geometries vary significantly from
scene to scene. Second, without diverse data, it is impossible to measure progress and gauge
performance for 3D in the wild, while benchmarking has been shown to be essential toward the
development of vision algorithms.
Solving single-view 3D needs diverse data. Obviously, depth sensor is not a viable solution.
On the other hand, billions of images and videos are uploaded to the Internet on a monthly basis,
depicting all sorts of contents and occasions. So far they have rarely been explored by the 3D vision
community, largely due to one reason: 3D ground truth is not as straightforward to harvest from
images as class labels or object segmentations. Designing ways to extract 3D from the Internet and
utilizing them to advance single-view 3D is a promising direction but also presents new challenges.
1.2.2 Learning Algorithms
The goal of machine learning is to create models that generalize well in the wild. In the task of
3D reconstruction, the challenges lie in creating models that generalize well with changes in object
pose, viewpoints, and intra-class variations, and be able to infer shapes of objects both with and
without semantic categories.
First, pose, viewpoint and intra-class variation affect prediction results. Changes in each one of
them should heavily affect the predicted 3D. For example, viewing the same chair from different
3
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Figure 1.2: Changes in the poses, viewpoints, and positions drastically change the 3D of the chair,
as evident in the depth and surface normals. Different type of chairs (intra-class variations) also
leads to change in 3D.
angles results in drastically different surface normals. The same chair placed in different locations
of the same scene leads to very different depth. Different designs of chairs usually have totally
different shapes. Robust models must be able to predict 3D that reflects the rotation and translation
an object or the scene has undergone, or even the slightest difference in designs. Fig. 1.2 best
illustrates these implications.
Second, a model should not only be capable of estimating the 3D of common shapes of known
object categories, but also abstract shapes of unknown object categories. The challenge of pro-
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cessing abstract shapes is that no semantic information can be harnessed. In this case, a model
possesses no prior knowledge of the object shapes, but instead need to rely purely on monocular
3D cues such as shading, illumination, and occlusion. Humans are able to delineate 3D structures
of even the most abstract 3D sculptures, an ability that single-view 3D aims to emulate. The bio-
logical and psychological mechanism that underlies this ability is still unclear. Are current network
components like convolution and skip connections enough to replicate this ability? Do networks
need to process different levels of image abstractions to logically infer 3D? Or could this problem
be simply solved by remembering and finding similar examples to the query image? These remain
open questions that need answering in order to solve 3D reconstruction in the wild.
1.3 Background and Related Work
1.3.1 Single-view 3D
Single-view 3D has been a long-standing computer vision problem, with a large corpus of
work devoted to this topic. One line of research focuses primarily on exploiting the monocular
3D cues (i.e. parallelism, orthogonality, vanishing lines and points) to automatically create 3D
reconstructions [42, 60, 40, 57]. These methods are infused with human knowledge of 3D vision
and make strong assumptions about the presence of 3D cues in man-made environments. They are
not easily generalizable, but have relatively small or no dependence on training data.
Another line of research formulates this problem as one of statistical inference, with the pri-
mary goal of learning the mapping from 2D image space to 3D space by going through a curated set
of 3D data. A dominant approach in early work is by adopting a Markov Random Field to perform
statistical inference. Inference is based on multi-scale local and global image features [82, 83],
and later on semantic parsing of the scene [62]. One notable exception is the work by Karsch et
al. [47], which develops a non-parametric model that infers depth by finding a most similar image
with known depth to the query image, and greatly improves 3D inference. Even greater advances
are brought by harnessing the power of deep neural networks and large RGB-D datasets with high-
quality ground truths [120, 65, 104, 28, 58, 123]. While significantly outperforming the approaches
that rely on monocular 3D cues, these methods make heavy demands on the human effort to collect
large datasets. Their capability to generalize depends heavily on the extent of available data.
1.3.2 Large-scale 3D Datasets
Recent progress in single-view 3D has been brought about by a plethora of curated datasets.
Various approaches have been explored to acquire these datasets.
A dominant approach is through 3D acquisition devices such as Kinect and LIDAR. Such
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devices are limited in many aspects: Kinect only functions in indoor environment, and is relatively
low in precision; LIDAR, although high in precision and functions both indoor and outdoor, is
notoriously expensive to operate; both devices fail on specular or transparent surfaces, and have
very limited range and resolution. These limitations in sensors make it hard to collect datasets
that are very diverse in scene type or content they depict. For example, NYU depth [91] consists
mostly of indoor residential housing scenes with no human presence; KITTI [33] consists mostly
of road scenes captured from a driving vehicle; Make3D [84] consists mostly of outdoor scenes of
the Stanford campus.
Creating 3D ground truths through computer graphics is another viable option. Synthetic data
enjoys the advantage of being highly accurate and can be generated easily in large quantities. It has
been utilized in vision research with proven records of success. For example, the synthetic SUNCG
dataset [94] has been utilized to improve single-view surface normal estimation on natural indoor
images from the NYU Depth dataset [118]. The synthetic SURREAL dataset [102] has been
utilized to improve human pose and shape estimation [102]. However, the diversity of synthetic
data is limited by the availability of 3D “assets”, i.e. shapes, materials, layouts, etc., and it remains
unclear how to automatically produce data that matches the distribution of real-world data.
Human perception has also been brought in to acquire 3D. Datasets like LabelMe3D [80] and
OpenSurfaces [10] crowdsource the annotation of depth and surface normals through innovative
UIs. By annotating images randomly crawled from the Internet, these approaches have the potential
to provide the most diverse set of 3D data. They are one of the inspirations of the work described
in this dissertation. However, so far they are only able to annotate planar objects, leaving more
complex geometries unexplored.
1.4 Contributions
This dissertation makes contributions to single-view 3D in the wild by tackling the lack of
diverse training data problem. We approach it by acquiring single-view 3D ground truths from the
Internet, which is a barely explored territory of 3D vision research. Contributions are made on two
fronts. First, we propose scale-able methods to acquire various 3D ground truths from the Internet,
and go on to present four large-scale 3D datasets, totaling 1.5 million images in the wild. Second,
we propose novel ways to train single-view 3D networks on the acquired data and greatly advance
3D perception in the wild.
1.4.1 3D Acquisition from the Internet
What 3D information, if any, can be distilled from an image? We consider extracting depth,
the most common form of 3D ground truth. And similar to the way many vision datasets are
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constructed, we resort to human annotation. We observe that humans are not good at estimating
metric depth [100]. Instead, they are better at perceiving qualitative aspect of depth, answering
questions like “Is point A closer than point B?”. Thus, we propose to annotate relative depth,
i.e. the depth ordering between pixel pairs, through crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). The resulting Depth in the Wild (DIW) dataset is the first-ever relative depth dataset in
the wild, consisting of 0.5 million Internet images, each annotated with randomly sampled points
pairs and their relative depth (Chapter 2).
We also consider annotating surface normals. Based on the psychology study [51] that human
can perceive surfaces orientation from images with striking accuracy and consistency, we crowd-
source the annotation of surface normals through AMT, and construct the Surface Normals in the
Wild (SNOW) dataset that consists of 60K Internet images, each having one randomly sampled
point annotated with its surface normal (Chapter 3). SNOW is the first-ever dataset of crowd-
sourced surface normals for images in the wild.
Both DIW and SNOW are sparse annotations of 3D. We go on to design an intuitive UI that
enables the pixel-wise reconstruction of depth and surface normals. This is achieved by anno-
tating six types of 3D properties for each image: occlusion boundary (depth discontinuity), fold
boundary (normal discontinuity), surface normal, relative depth (depth ordering), relative normal
(orthogonal, parallel, or neither), and planarity (planar or not). We crowdsource this annotation
task and introduce the Open Annotations of Single-Image Surfaces (OASIS) dataset, the first-ever
large-scale dataset with dense annotations for single-image 3D in the wild, consisting of 140K
images (Chapter 4).
While crowdsourcing is an effective way to obtain 3D from the Internet, automated data acqui-
sition is a more scalable and attractive solution. We therefore propose to employ Structure-from-
Motion (SfM), a technique that performs 3D reconstruction from video, to automatically harvest
3D from the Internet. We run SfM on videos randomly crawled from YouTube. To filter out erro-
neous SfM results and guarantee data quality, we design a Quality Assessment Network to assign
a confidence score to each reconstruction, and only retain the high-quality ones to construct the
YouTube3D datasets. YouTube3D is constructed in a fully automated manner, spanning 800K im-
ages from 120K random YouTube videos, with an average of 281 relative depth pairs per image
(Chapter 5).
1.4.2 Benchmarking and Advancing Single-view 3D in the Wild
The value of the aforementioned datasets is best demonstrated by their utility in serving as
benchmarks and as training resources for single-view 3D in the wild.
Compared to past benchmarks, the proposed datasets are unique as they are the first to feature
images in the wild. They enable the first-ever evaluation of single-view 3D in the wild. We bench-
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mark four tasks: depth estimation (on DIW and OASIS), surface normal estimation (on SNOW and
OASIS), fold and occlusion boundary estimation (on OASIS), and planar surface instance segmen-
tation (on OASIS). Our major findings are as follows: (1) models trained on scene-specific datasets
often give erroneous results when presented with unfamiliar scenes with novel shapes or layouts;
(2) even the state-of-the-art methods underperform human performance by a significant margin,
suggesting that single-view 3D is hard; (3) standard evaluation metrics for depth and normals are
limited as they often do not align well with perceptual quality. These findings are significant, as
they validate the need for diverse training data in the wild, and points to new research directions.
It is also worth noting that since the introduction of DIW, it has become a standard benchmark for
evaluating depth estimation in the wild, and subsequently inspired several other datasets [108, 59].
The proposed datasets are also valuable training resources to advance this field, and we consider
using them to improve depth and normal estimation in the wild. While training with normals in
SNOW and OASIS are standard, depth ground truth in DIW, YouTube3D and OASIS are non-
conventional (Chapter 2, 4, 5). We develop novel loss functions and new problem formulations to
efficiently utilize such data for training. We also develop algorithms to improve depth estimation
with surface normal annotations (Chapter 3). The combined effort leads to state-of-the-art methods
that significantly outperform prior work in the task of single-view 3D.
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CHAPTER 2
Single-Image Depth Perception in the Wild 1
2.1 Introduction
Deep Network with 
Pixel-wise Prediction Metric Depth
RGB-D Data Relative Depth 
Annotations
train
Input Image
Figure 2.1: We crowdsource annotations of relative depth and train a deep network to recover depth
from a single image taken in unconstrained settings (“in the wild”).
Depth from a single RGB image is a fundamental problem in vision. Recent years have seen
rapid progress thanks to data-driven methods [48, 40, 84], in particular, deep neural networks
trained on large RGB-D datasets [91, 33, 65, 54, 28, 4, 58]. But such advances have yet to broadly
impact higher-level tasks. One reason is that many higher-level tasks must operate on images “in
the wild”—images taken with no constraints on cameras, locations, scenes, and objects—but the
RGB-D datasets used to train and evaluate image-to-depth systems are constrained in one way or
another.
Current RGB-D datasets were collected by depth sensors [91, 33], which are limited in range
and resolution, and often fail on specular or transparent objects [21]. In addition, because there
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Zhao Fu, Dawei Yang, and Jia Deng [17].
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is no Flickr for RGB-D images, researchers have to manually capture the images. As a result,
current RGB-D datasets are limited in the diversity of scenes. For example, NYU depth [91]
consists mostly of indoor scenes with no human presence; KITTI [33] consists mostly of road
scenes captured from a car; Make3D [84, 81] consists mostly of outdoor scenes of the Stanford
campus (Figure. 2.2). While these datasets are pivotal in driving research, it is unclear whether
systems trained on them can generalize to images in the wild.
Is it possible to collect ground-truth depth for images in the wild? Using depth sensors in
unconstrained settings is not yet feasible. Crowdsourcing seems viable, but humans are not good
at estimating metric depth, or 3D metric structure in general [100]. In fact, metric depth from a
single image is fundamentally ambiguous: a tree behind a house can be slightly bigger but further
away, or slightly smaller but closer—the absolute depth difference between the house and the tree
cannot be uniquely determined. Furthermore, even in cases where humans can estimate metric
depth, it is unclear how to elicit the values from them.
But humans are better at judging relative depth [100]: “Is point A closer than point B?” is often
a much easier question for humans. Recent work by Zoran et al. [123] shows that it is possible to
learn to estimate metric depth using only annotations of relative depth. Although such metric depth
estimates are only accurate up to monotonic transformations, they may well be sufficiently useful
for high-level tasks, especially for occlusion reasoning. The seminal results by Zoran et al. point
to two fronts for further progress: (1) collecting a large amount of relative depth annotations for
images in the wild and (2) improving the algorithms that learn from annotations of relative depth.
In this chapter, we make contributions on both fronts. Our first contribution is a new dataset
called “Depth in the Wild” (DIW). It consists of 495K diverse images, each annotated with ran-
domly sampled points and their relative depth. We sample one pair of points per image to minimize
the redundancy of annotation 2. To the best of our knowledge this is the first large-scale dataset
consisting of images in the wild with relative depth annotations. We demonstrate that this dataset
can be used as an evaluation benchmark as well as a training resource 3.
Our second contribution is a new algorithm for learning to estimate metric depth using only
annotations of relative depth. Our algorithm not only significantly outperforms that of Zoran et
al. [123], but is also simpler. The algorithm of Zoran et al. [123] first learns a classifier to predict
the ordinal relation between two points in an image. Given a new image, this classifier is repeat-
edly applied to predict the ordinal relations between a sparse set of point pairs (mostly between
the centers of neighboring superpixels). The algorithm then reconstructs depth from the predicted
ordinal relations by solving a constrained quadratic optimization that enforces additional smooth-
ness constraints and reconciles potentially inconsistent ordinal relations. Finally, the algorithm
2A small percentage of images have duplicates and thus have multiple pairs.
3Project website: http://www-personal.umich.edu/ wfchen/depth-in-the-wild.
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estimates depth for all pixels assuming a constant depth within each superpixel.
In contrast, our algorithm consists of a single deep network that directly predicts pixel-wise
depth (Fig. 2.1). The network takes an entire image as input, consists of off-the-shelf components,
and can be trained entirely with annotations of relative depth. The novelty of our approach lies
in the combination of two ingredients: (1) a multi-scale deep network that produces pixel-wise
prediction of metric depth and (2) a loss function using relative depth. Experiments show that
our method produces pixel-wise depth that is more accurately ordered, outperforming not only the
method by Zoran et al. [123] but also the state-of-the-art image-to-depth system by Eigen et al. [28]
trained with ground-truth metric depth. Furthermore, combing our new algorithm, our new dataset,
and existing RGB-D data significantly improves single-image depth estimation in the wild.
2.2 Related work
2.2.1 RGB-D Datasets
Prior work on constructing RGB-D datasets has relied on either Kinect [44, 91, 93, 22] or
LIDAR [33, 84]. Existing Kinect-based datasets are limited to indoor scenes; existing LIDAR-
based datasets are biased towards scenes of man-made structures [33, 84]. In contrast, our dataset
covers a much wider variety of scenes; it can be easily expanded with large-scale crowdsourcing
and the virually umlimited Internet images.
2.2.2 Intrinsic Images in the Wild
Our work draws inspiration from Intrinsic Images in the Wild [9], a seminal work that crowd-
sources annotations of relative reflectance on unconstrained images. Our work differs in goals as
well as in several design decisions. First, we sample random points instead of centers of superpix-
els, because unlike reflectance, it is unreasonable to assume a constant depth within a superpixel.
Second, we sample only one pair of points per image instead of many to maximize the value of
human annotations.
2.2.3 Depth from a Single Image
Image-to-depth is a long-standing problem with a large body of literature [8, 83, 81, 48, 65,
54, 28, 4, 58, 8, 113, 37, 62, 89, 90, 122]. The recent convergence of deep neural networks and
RGB-D datasets [91, 33] has led to major advances [120, 65, 104, 28, 58, 123]. But the networks
in these previous works, with the exception of [123], were trained exclusively using ground-truth
metric depth, whereas our approach uses relative depth.
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Figure 2.2: Example images from current RGB-D datasets and our Depth in the Wild (DIW)
dataset.
Our work is inspired by that of Zoran et al. [123], which proposes to use a deep network to
repeatedly classify pairs of points sampled based on superpixel segmentation, and to reconstruct
per-pixel metric depth by solving an additional optimization problem. Our approach is different: it
consists of a single deep network trained end-to-end that directly predicts per-pixel metric depth;
there is no intermediate classification of ordinal relations and as a result no optimization needed to
resolve inconsistencies.
2.2.4 Learning with Ordinal Relations
Several recent works [121, 71] have used the ordinal relations from the Intrinsic Images in the
Wild dataset [9] to estimate surface refletance. Similar to Zoran et al. [123], Zhou et al. [121] first
learn a deep network to classify the ordinal relations between pairs of points and then make them
globally consistent through energy minimization.
Narihira et al. [71] learn a “lightness potential” network that takes an image patch and predicts
the metric reflectance of the center pixel. But this network is applied to only a sparse set of pixels.
Although in principle this lightness potential network can be applied to every pixel to produce
pixel-wise reflectance, doing so would be quite expensive. Making it fully convolutional (as the
authors mentioned in [71]) only solves it partially: as long as the lightness potential network has
downsampling layers, which is the case in [71], the final output will be downsampled accordingly.
Additional resolution augmentation (such as the “shift and stitch” approach [88]) is thus needed.
In contrast, our approach completely avoids such issues and directly outputs pixel-wise estimates.
Beyond intrinsic images, ordinal relations have been used widely in computer vision and ma-
chine learning, including object recognition [73] and learning to rank [13, 45].
2.3 Dataset construction
We gather images from Flickr. We use random query keywords sampled from an English
dictionary and exclude artificial images such as drawings and clip arts. To collect annotations of
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Figure 2.3: Annotation UI. The user
presses ’1’ or ’2’ to pick the closer point.
Figure 2.4: Relative image location (normalized to
[-1,1]) and relative depth of two random points.
relative depth, we present a crowd worker an image and two highlighted points (Fig. 2.3), and ask
“which point is closer, point 1, point 2, or hard to tell?” The worker presses a key to respond.
HowMany Pairs? How many pairs of points should we query per image? We sample just one per
image because this maximizes the amount of information from human annotators. Consider the
other extreme—querying all possible pairs of points in the same image. This is wasteful because
pairs of points in close proximity are likely to have the same relative depth. In other words,
querying one more pair from the same image may add less information than querying one more
pair from a new image. Thus querying only one pair per image is more cost-effective.
Which Pairs? Which two points should we query given an image? The simplest way would be to
sample two random points from the 2D plane. But this results in a severe bias that can be easily
exploited: if an algorithm simply classifies the lower point in the image to be closer in depth, it
will agree with humans 85.8% of the time (Fig. 2.4). Although this bias is natural, it makes the
dataset less useful as a benchmark.
An alternative is to sample two points uniformly from a random horizontal line, which makes
it impossible to use the y image coordinate as a cue. But we find yet another bias: if an algorithm
simply classifies the point closer to the center of the image to be closer in depth, it will agree with
humans 71.4% of the time. This leads to a third approach: uniformly sample two symmetric points
with respect to the center from a random horizontal line (the middle column of Fig. 2.5). With
the symmetry enforced, we are not able to find a simple yet effective rule based purely on image
coordinates: the left point is almost equally likely (50.03%) to be closer than the right one.
Our final dataset consists of a roughly 50-50 combination of unconstrained pairs and symmetric
pairs, which strikes a balance between the need for representing natural scene statistics and the
need for performance differentiation.
Protocol and Results: We crowdsource the annotations using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
To remove spammers, we insert into all tasks gold-standard images verified by ourselves, and reject
workers whose accumulative accuracy on the gold-standard images is below 85%. We assign each
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Figure 2.5: Example images and annotations. Green points are those annotated as closer in depth.
query (an image and a point pair) to two workers, and add the query to our dataset if both workers
can tell the relative depth and agree with each other; otherwise the query is discarded. Under this
protocol, the chance of adding a wrong answer to our dataset is less than 1% as measured on the
gold-standard images.
We processed 1.24M images on AMT and obtained 0.5M valid answers (both workers can tell
the relative depth and agree with each other). Among the valid answers, 261K are for unconstrained
pairs and 240K are for symmetric pairs. For unconstrained pairs, It takes a median of 3.4 seconds
for a worker to decide, and two workers agree on the relative depth 52% of the time; for symmetric
pairs, the numbers are 3.8s and 32%. These numbers suggest that the symmetric pairs are indeed
harder. Fig. 2.5 presents examples of different kinds of queries.
2.4 Learning with relative depth
How do we learn to predict metric depth given only annotations of relative depth? Zoran et
al. [123] first learn a classifier to predict ordinal relations between centers of superpixels, and then
reconcile the relations to recover depth using energy minimization, and then interpolate within
each superpixel to produce per-pixel depth.
We take a simpler approach. The idea is that any image-to-depth algorithm would have to
compute a function that maps an image to pixel-wise depth. Why not represent this function as a
neural network and learn it from end to end? We just need two ingredients: (1) a network design
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that outputs the same resolution as the input, and (2) a way to train the network with annotations
of relative depth.
2.4.1 Network Design
Networks that output the same resolution as the input are aplenty, including the recent designs
for depth estimation [28, 29] and those for semantic segmentation [66] and edge detection [111].
A common element is processing and passing information across multiple scales.
In this work, we use a variant of the recently introduced “hourglass” network (Fig. 2.6), which
has been used to achieve state-of-the-art results on human pose estimation [72]. It consists of a
series of convolutions (using a variant of the inception [98] module) and downsampling, followed
by a series of convolutions and upsampling, interleaved with skip connections that add back fea-
tures from high resolutions. The symmetric shape of the network resembles a “hourglass”, hence
the name. We refer the reader to [72] for comparing the design to related work. For our purpose,
this particular choice is not essential, as the various designs mainly differ in how information from
different scales is dispersed and aggregated, and it is possible that all of them can work equally
well for our task.
2.4.2 Loss Function
How do we train the network using only ordinal annotations? All we need is a loss function that
encourages the predicted depth map to agree with the ground-truth ordinal relations. Specifically,
consider a training image I and its K queries R = {(ik, jk, rk)}, k = 1, . . . , K, where ik is the
location of the first point in the k-th query, jk is the location of the second point in the k-th query,
and rk ∈ {+1,−1, 0} is the ground-truth depth relation between ik and jk: closer (+1), further
(−1), and equal (0). Let z be the predicted depth map and zik , zjk be the depths at point ik and jk.
We define a loss function
L(I, R, z) =
K∑
k=1
ψk(I, ik, jk, r, z), (2.1)
where ψk(I, ik, jk, z) is the loss for the k-th query
ψk(I, ik, jk, z) =

log (1 + exp(−zik + zjk)) , rk = +1
log (1 + exp(zik − zjk)) , rk = −1
(zik − zjk)2, rk = 0.
(2.2)
This is essentially a ranking loss: it encourages a small difference between depths if the ground-
truth relation is equality; otherwise it encourages a large difference.
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Figure 2.6: Network design. Each block represents a layer. Blocks sharing the same color are
identical. The ⊕ sign denotes the element-wise addition. Block H is a convolution with 3x3 filter.
All other blocks denote the Inception module shown in Figure 2.7. Their parameters are detailed
in Tab. 2.1
Filter concatenation
Conv1
Conv2 Conv3 Conv4
1x1 Conv 1x1 Conv 1x1 Conv
Previous layer
Figure 2.7: Variant of Inception Module [98] used by us.
2.4.3 Novelty of Our Approach
Our novelty lies in the combination of a deep network that does pixel-wise prediction and a
ranking loss placed on the pixel-wise prediction. A deep network that does pixel-wise prediction
is not new, nor is a ranking loss. But to the best of our knowledge, such a combination has not
been proposed before, and in particular not for estimating depth.
Block Id A B C D E F G
#In/#Out 128/64 128/128 128/128 128/256 256/256 256/256 256/128
Inter Dim 64 32 64 32 32 64 32
Conv1 1x1 1x1 1x1 1x1 1x1 1x1 1x1
Conv2 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3
Conv3 7x7 5x5 7x7 5x5 5x5 7x7 5x5
Conv4 11x11 7x7 11x11 7x7 7x7 11x11 7x7
Table 2.1: Parameters for each type of layer in our network. Conv1 to Conv4 are sizes of the filters
used in the components of Inception module shown in Figure.2.7. Conv2 to 4 share the same
number of input and is specified in Inter Dim.
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Input image Our Depth Zoran Eigen Ground Truth
Figure 2.8: Qualitative results on NYU Depth by our method, the method of Eigen et al. [28], and
the method of Zoran et al. [123]. All depth maps except ours are directly from [123].
2.5 Experiments on NYU Depth
We evaluate our method using NYU Depth [91], which consists of indoor scenes with ground-
truth Kinect depth. We use the same setup as that of Zoran et al. [123]: point pairs are sampled
from the training images (the subset of NYU Depth consisting of 795 images with semantic labels)
using superpixel segmentation and their ground-truth ordinal relations are generated by comparing
the ground-truth Kinect depth; the same procedure is applied to the test set to generate the point
pairs for evaluation (around 3K pairs per image). We use the same training and test data as Zoran
et al. [123].
Method WKDR WKDR= WKDR6=
Ours 35.6% 36.1% 36.5%
Zoran [123] 43.5% 44.2% 41.4%
rand 12K 34.9% 32.4% 37.6%
rand 6K 36.1% 32.2% 39.9%
rand 3K 35.8% 28.7% 41.3%
Ours Full 28.3% 30.6% 28.6%
Eigen(A) [28] 37.5% 46.9% 32.7%
Eigen(V) [28] 34.0% 43.3% 29.6%
Table 2.2: ordinal error measures (disagreement rate with ground-truth depth ordering) on NYU
Depth.
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Method RMSE RMSE RMSE 4 absrel sqrrel
(log) (s.inv)
Ours 1.13 0.39 0.26 0.36 0.46
Ours Full 1.10 0.38 0.24 0.34 0.42
Zoran [123] 1.20 0.42 - 0.40 0.54
Eigen(A) [28] 0.75 0.26 0.20 0.21 0.19
Eigen(V) [28] 0.64 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.12
Wang [104] 0.75 - - 0.22 -
Liu [65] 0.82 - - 0.23 -
Li [58] 0.82 - - 0.23 -
Karsch [48] 1.20 - - 0.35 -
Baig [3] 1.0 - - 0.3 -
Table 2.3: metric error measures on NYU Depth. Details for each metric can be found in [28].
There are two versions of results by Eigen et al. [28], one using AlexNet (Eigen(A)) and one using
VGGNet (Eigen(V)). Lower is better for all error measures.
As the system by Zoran et al. [123], our network predicts one of the three ordinal relations on
the test pairs: equal (=), closer (<), or farther (>). We report WKDR, the weighted disagreement
rate between the predicted ordinal relations and ground-truth ordinal relations 5. We also report
WKDR= (disagreement rate on pairs whose ground-truth relations are =) and WKDR6= (disagree-
ment rate on pairs whose ground-truth relations are < or >).
Since two ground-truth depths are almost never exactly the same, there needs to be a relaxed
definition of equality. Zoran et al. [123] define two points to have equal depths if the ratio between
their ground-truth depths is within a pre-determined range. Our network predicts an equality rela-
tion if the depth difference is smaller than a threshold τ . The choice of this threshold will result
in different values for the error metrics (WKDR, WKDR=, WKDR 6=): if τ is too small, most pairs
will be predicted to be unequal and the error metric on equality relations (WKDR=) will be large;
if τ is too big, most pairs will be predicted to be equal and the error metric on inequality relations
(WKDR6=) will be large. We choose the threshold τ that minimizes the maximum of the three error
metrics on a validation set held out from the training set. Tab. 2.2 compares our network (ours)
versus that of Zoran et al. [123]. Our network is trained with the same data 6 but outperforms [123]
on all three metrics.
Following [123], we also compare with the state-of-art image-to-depth system by Eigen et
al. [28], which is trained on pixel-wise ground-truth metric depth from the full NYU Depth training
set (220K images). To compare fairly, we give our network access to the full NYU Depth training
set. In addition, we remove the limit of 800 point pairs per training image placed by Zoran et al and
use all available pairs. The results in Tab. 2.2 show that our network (ours full) achieves superior
5WKDR stands for “Weighted Kinect Disagreement Rate”; the weight is set to 1 as in [123]
6The code released by Zoran et al. [123] indicates that they train with a random subset of 800 pairs per image
instead of all the pairs. We follow the same procedure and only use a random subset of 800 pairs per image.
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Figure 2.9: Point pairs generated through superpixel segmentation [123] (left) versus point pairs
generated through random sampling with distance constraints (right).
performance in estimating depth ordering. Granted, this comparison is not entirely fair because
[28] is not optimized for predicting ordinal relations. But this comparison is still significant in that
it shows that we can train on only relative depth and rival the state-of-the-art system in estimating
depth up to monotonic transformations.
In Figure. 2.8 we show qualitative results on the same example images used by Zoran et
al. [123]. We see that although imperfect, the recovered metric depth by our method is overall
reasonable and qualitatively similar to that by the state-of-art system [28] trained on ground-truth
metric depth.
Metric Error Measures. Our network is trained with relative depth, so it is unsurprising that it
does well in estimating depth up to ordering. But how good is the estimated depth in terms of
metric error? We thus evaluate conventional error measures such as RMSE (the root mean squared
error), which compares the absolute depth values to the ground truths. Because our network is
trained only on relative depth and does not know the range of the ground-truth depth values, to
make these error measures meaningful we normalize the depth predicted by our network such that
the mean and standard deviation are the same as those of the mean depth map of the training
set. Tab. 2.3 reports the results. We see that under these metric error measures our network still
outperforms the method of Zoran et al. [123]. In addition, while our metric error is worse than the
current state-of-the-art, it is comparable to some of the earlier methods (e.g. [48]) that have access
to ground-truth metric depth.
Superpixel Sampling versus Random Sampling. To compare with the method by Zoran et
al. [123], we train our network using the same point pairs, which are pairs of centers of super-
pixels (Fig. 2.9). But is superpixel segmentation necessary? That is, can we simply train with
randomly sampled points?
To answer this question, we train our network with randomly sampled points. We constrain
the distance between the two points to be between 13 and 19 pixels (out of a 320×240 image)
such that the distance is similar to that between the centers of neighboring superpixels. The results
are included in Tab. 2.2. We see that using 3.3k pairs per image (rand 3K) already achieves
comparable performance to the method by Zoran et al. [123]. Using twice or four times as many
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Method Eigen(V) [28] Ours Full Ours NYU DIW Ours DIW Query Location Only
WHDR 25.70% 31.31% 14.39% 22.14% 31.37%
Table 2.4: Weighted Human Disagreement Rate (WHDR) of various methods on our DIW dataset,
including Eigen(V), the method of Eigen et al. [28] (VGGNet [92] version)
pairs (rand 6K, rand 12K) further improves performance and significantly outperforms [123].
It is worth noting that in all these experiments the test pairs are still from superpixels, so
training on random pairs incurs a mismatch between training and testing distributions. Yet we
can still achieve comparable performance despite this mismatch. This shows that our method can
indeed operate without superpixel segmentation.
2.6 Experiments on Depth in the Wild
In this section we experiment on our new Depth in the Wild (DIW) dataset. We split the dataset
into 421K training images and 74K test images 7.
We report the WHDR (Weighted Human Disagreement Rate) 8 of 5 methods in Tab. 2.4: (1)
the state-of-the-art system by Eigen et al. [28] trained on full NYU Depth; (2) our network trained
on full NYU Depth (Ours Full); (3) our network pre-trained on full NYU Depth and fine-tuned on
DIW (Ours NYU DIW); (4) our network trained from scratch on DIW (Ours DIW); (5) a baseline
method that uses only the location of the query points: classify the lower point to be closer or guess
randomly if the two points are at the same height (Query Location Only).
We see that the best result is achieved by pre-training on NYU Depth and fine-tuning on DIW.
Training only on NYU Depth (Ours NYU and Eigen) does not work as well, which is expected
because NYU Depth only has indoor scenes. Training from scratch on DIW achieves slightly
better performance than those trained on only NYU Depth despite using much less supervision.
Pre-training on NYU Depth and fine-tuning on DIW leaverages all available data and achieves the
best performance. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the quality of predicted depth is notably better with fine-
tuning on DIW, especially for outdoor scenes. These results suggest that it is promising to combine
existing RGB-D data and crowdsourced annotations to advance the state-of-the art in single-image
depth estimation.
74.38% of images are duplicates downloaded using different query keywords and have more than one pairs of
points. We have removed test images that have duplicates in the training set.
8All weights are 1. A pair of points can only have two possible ordinal relations (farther or closer) for DIW.
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Figure 2.10: Qualitative results on our Depth in the Wild (DIW) dataset by our method and the
method of Eigen et al. [28].
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2.7 Summary
We have studied single-image depth perception in the wild, recovering depth from a single
image taken in unconstrained settings. We have introduced a new dataset consisting of images
in the wild annotated with relative depth and proposed a new algorithm that learns to estimate
metric depth supervised by relative depth. We have shown that our algorithm outperforms prior art
and our algorithm, combined with existing RGB-D data and our new relative depth annotations,
significantly improves single-image depth perception in the wild.
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CHAPTER 3
Surface Normals in the Wild 1
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we discussed estimating depth for images “in the wild”: we collected
human annotations of relative depth—the depth ordering of two points—for random Internet im-
ages and use the annotations to train a deep network that directly predicts metric depth. We showed
that it is possible to improve depth estimation for images in the wild by using human annotations
of depth. In particular, we showed that while it is difficult to obtain absolute metric depth (per-
pixel depth values) from humans, it is nonetheless feasible to collect indirect, qualitative depth
annotations such as relative depth, and use such annotations to learn to estimate metric depth. This
strategy does not rely on depth sensors and can work with arbitrary images; it thus has the potential
to significantly advance depth estimation in the wild.
One limitation of the work discussed in the previous chapter, however, is that annotations of
relative depth do not capture all information that is perceptually important. In particular, relative
depth is invariant to monotonic transformations of metric depth, meaning that there can be two
scenes that are perceptually very different yet are indistinguishable in terms of relative depth.
For example, it is possible to bend, wiggle, or tilt a straight line without affecting relative depth
(Fig. 3.2). In other words, relative depth does not capture important perceptual properties such as
continuity, surface orientation, and curvature. As a result, systems trained on relative depth will
not necessarily recover depth that is perceptually faithful in all aspects.
In this chapter, we build on the previous chapter and address the limitation by introducing an
additional type of indirect, qualitative depth annotation—surface normals. Surface carries impor-
tant information on 3D geometry: they encode the local orientation of surfaces and the derivatives
of depth. In fact, given dense surface normals, it is possible to recover full metric depth up to scal-
ing and translation. This suggests that annotations of surface normals can eliminate the ambiguities
in relative depth and result in better depth estimation. In addition, it has been well documented
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Donglai Xiang, and Jia Deng [20].
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Figure 3.1: Building on top of the work of Chen et al. [17], we crowdsource annotations of surface
normals and use the collected surface normals to help train a better depth prediction network.
in human vision research that humans perceive surface orientation with a remarkable degree of
consistency [51]. This suggests that it could be feasible to collect human annotations for images in
the wild.
We consider two questions: how to crowdsource annotations of surface normals, and how to
use surface normal annotations to help train a network that predicts per-pixel metric depth. To
crowdsource surface normals, we develop a UI that allows a user to annotate a surface normal by
adjusting a virtual arrow and a virtual tangent plane. This UI allows human annotators to reliably
estimate surface normals. With this UI we introduce a dataset called “Surface Normals in the Wild”
(SNOW), which consists of surface normal annotations collected from 60,061 Flickr images.
To incorporate surface normal annotations into training, we develop two novel loss functions to
train a deep network that directly predicts metric depth. The first loss function is based on directly
comparing normals, that is, computing the angular difference between the ground truth normals
and the normals derived from the predicted depth. The second loss function is based on comparing
depth derivatives, i.e., computing the discrepancy between the derivative of the predicted depth and
the derivative given by the ground truth normals. We show that each approach incurs its own trade-
offs and emphases on different aspects of depth quality, and should be chosen based on particular
applications.
Our main contributions are (1) a new dataset of crowdsourced surface normals for images in
the wild and (2) two distinct approaches of for using surface normal annotations to train a deep
network that directly predicts per-pixel metric depth. Experiments on both NYU Depth [91] and
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Figure 3.2: Ambiguities of relative depth annotation. Bending, wiggling, or tilting a 3D surface
from solid line configuration to dotted line configuration does not change the ordinal relation that
point A is farther away from the camera than point B.
SNOW demonstrate that surface normal annotations can significantly improve the quality of depth
estimation.
3.2 Related work
3.2.1 Datasets with depth and surface normals
Prior works on estimating depth or surface normals have mostly used NYU Depth [91] ,
Make3D [83], KITTI [33], or ScanNet [26]. Although these datasets provide highly accurate
depth, as pointed out by Chen et al. [17] they are limited to specific types of scenes. The same
limitation applies to synthetic datasets such as MPI Sintel [12] and the dataset by [78] because
the 3D content had to be manually created. The Depth in the Wild (DIW) dataset introduced by
Chen et al. [17] takes a major step toward including arbitrary scenes in the wild. However, DIW
provides only relative depth annotations, which lack information on many essential 3D properties
such as surface normals. We build upon DIW and introduce a new dataset of crowdsourced surface
normals for images in the wild.
Open Surfaces [10] is a large dataset of images with annotations of surface properties including
surface normals and material. However, open Surfaces is not suitable for depth estimation in the
wild: it contains only images of indoor scenes. In addition, it only has surface normals for planar
surfaces, whereas our dataset has no such restriction.
3.2.2 Depth and surface normals from a single image
There has been a large body of work on estimating depth and/or surface normals from a single
image [65, 29, 58, 4, 28, 55, 54, 104, 106, 48, 8]. All these methods use dense ground truth depth or
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normals during training, except the work of Zoran et al [123] which uses relative depth for training.
They all have difficulty generalizing to images in the wild due to the limited scene diversity of the
existing datasets that were acquired by depth sensors.
Chen et al. [17] instead use crowdsourced relative depth for training, using indirect depth hu-
man annotations to get around the limitations of depth sensors. Our work goes beyond the work of
Chen et al. by exploring surface normals.
Two other recent works [32, 110] have also leveraged indirect supervision of depth. In partic-
ular, they have used pairs of stereo images to impose constraints on the predicted depth, e.g. the
depth estimated from the left image should be consistent with the depth estimated from the right
image as dictated by epipolar geometry [32].
Chakrabarti et al. [14] trained a network that simultaneously predicts distributions of depth
and distributions of depth derivatives at each pixel location. Then they used a global optimization
method to recover a single depth map that is most consistent with the predictions. Our work differs
in two ways. First, the only output of our network is a depth map. Our network does not directly
predict surface normals or depth derivatives, and thus there is no need for additional optimization
steps to harmonizing the outputs. Second, we do not use dense ground truth metric depth in
training. Our ground truth annotations are sparse and involve only relative depth and/or surface
normals.
3.2.3 Surface normals in 3D reconstruction
Surface normals have played important roles in many 3D reconstruction systems. For example,
surface normals have been used to infer 3D models [53], create watertight 3D surfaces [49], reg-
ularize planar object reconstruction [105], and to aid multi-view reconstruction [31] and structure
from motion [43], or depth estimation [37]. In our approach, surface normals are used in training
only; the network directly predicts depth, without explicitly producing surface normals.
3.3 Dataset construction
Similar to the Depth in the Wild (DIW) dataset by Chen et al. [17], we source our images
from Flickr using random keywords from an English dictionary. For each image, we extract the
focal length of the camera from the EXIF metadata—the focal length is needed for determining
the amount of perspective distortion when we visualize a surface normal on top of an image in our
UI.
To collect surface normal annotations, we present a crowd worker with an image and a high-
lighted location (Fig. 3.3). The worker then draws a surface normal using a set of controls: she
can pick a point on a sphere, or use two slider bars to adjust the angles (there are two degrees of
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Figure 3.3: The annotation UI we use for data collection. The query image is displayed on the top
left with the keypoint highlighted. A zoom-in view centered at the keypoint is displayed on the
top right to help the worker see the details better. Workers then click on the sphere and adjust the
slider bars to annotate the surface normal.
Figure 3.4: Some examples of the final surface normal annotations we gather for the SNOW
dataset. The green grid denotes the tangent plane, and the red arrow denotes the surface normal.
For best visual effect, please view in color.
freedom). The surface normal is visualized as an arrow originating from a 2D grid that represents
the tangent plane. Both the arrow and the 2D grid are rendered taking into account the focal length
extracted from the image metadata. This visualization is inspired by the gauge figures used in
human vision research [51]; it helps the worker perceive the surface normal in 3D.
For each image, we pick one random location uniformly from the 2D plane to have its surface
normal annotated. Following Chen et al. [17] we only pick one random location to minimize the
correlation between annotations.
As the locations are randomly picked, some may fall onto areas where the surface normal is
hard to infer, especially when there is a large amount of clutter or texture, e.g. tree leaves in the
distance or grass in a field. Surface normals may also be impossible to infer on regions such as the
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Figure 3.5: Some examples of the very difficult cases where the surface normal is hard to infer
from the image. Point A is on tree leaves, which are small and cluttered. Point B is on a dark
background where nothing can be seen clearly. In these case, the worker can indicate that the
surface normal is hard to tell. Please view in color.
sky or a dark background (Fig. 3.5). In these cases a user can indicate that the surface normal is
hard to tell.
We crowdsource the task through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We randomly inject gold standard
samples into the task to identify spammers. Each surface normal is annotated by two different
workers. If the two annotations are within 30 degree of each other, then we take the average of the
two (renormalized to a unit vector) as the final annotation; otherwise, we discard both annotations.
Fig. 3.4 shows some examples of the collected normals. In total, we processed 210,000 images
on Amazon Mechanical Turk and obtain 60,061 valid samples. On average, it takes about 15
seconds for a worker to annotate one surface normal. The average angular difference between the
two accepted annotation is 14.32◦. This suggests that human annotations usually agree with each
other quite well.
3.3.1 Quality of human annotated surface normals
An important question is how consistent and accurate the human annotations are. To study this,
we collect human annotations of surface normals on a random sample of 113 NYU Depth [91]
images. Each surface normal is estimated by three human annotators. We compare the human an-
notations with the ground truth surface normals (derived from the Kinect ground truth depth). We
measure the Human-Human Disagreement (HHD) using the average angular difference between
a human annotation and the mean of multiple human annotations. We measure Human-Kinect
Disagreement (HKD) using the average angular difference between a human annotation and the
Kinect ground truth.
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We found that the Human-Human Disagreement on our sample is (7.4◦). This suggests that
human annotations are remarkably consistent between each other. However, the Human-Kinect
Disagreement is 32.8◦ which at first glance seems to suggest that human annotations contain a large
amount of systemic bias measured against the Kinect ground truth. However, a close inspection
reveals that most of the disagreement is a result of imperfect Kinect ground truth rather than biased
human estimation.
One source of Kinect error is holes in the raw depth map. Some holes are due to specular or
reflective surfaces; others are due to the parallax caused by the RGB camera located slightly away
from the depth camera. The holes in the raw Kinect depth map are filled through some heuristic
post-processing. Such hole-filling is imperfect. It is especially problematic at cluttered regions
because it cannot recover the fine variations of depth and as a result the derived normals will be
inaccurate.
Another source of Kinect error is imperfect normals computed from accurate depth. In this
experiment we used the official toolkit from the NYU Depth dataset [91] to compute normals.
Each normal is computed by fitting a plane to a neighborhood of pixels. But this procedure tends
to smooth out normals at or close to sharp normal discontinuities (e.g. at the intersection of two
planes or at occlusion boundaries). This problem is especially severe in cluttered regions where
there are many such discontinuities. But human estimation of normals is not susceptible to this
issue.
We manually inspected every image in our sample and found that 37% of the cases can be at-
tributed to one of the two sources of Kinect error (holes or imperfect normal calculation). Fig. 3.6
shows examples of such cases. The Human-Kinect disagreement on these problematic cases is
44.32◦. Excluding these cases, the Human-Kinect disagreement is only 15.64◦. It is worth noting
that in those cases of Human-Kinect disagreement, humans remain remarkably consistent among
themselves (average disagreement is 7.17◦). These results suggest that human annotations of sur-
face normals are of high quality.
It is worth noting that due to the inherent ambiguity of single-image depth estimation, we can
never expect humans to match the accuracy of depth sensors, which use more than a single image
to recover depth. And in many applications, especially those involving recognition, metric fidelity
is not essential. Consistency is the more important quality measure because it means that there is
a consistent representation (possibly biased) that we can hope to learn to estimate.
3.4 Learning with surface normals
Our goal is to train a deep neural network to perform depth prediction. We build our method
upon [17], which uses relative depth as supervision during training. The main idea from [17]
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Figure 3.6: Examples of Kinect error. It shows annotations along with zoom-in views of depth
map and RGB image around the keypoint (yellow cross). The red arrow with a purple mesh shows
the Kinect ground-truth. Blue arrow and green mesh shows human annotations. (a) lies on a hole
in the depth map which is caused by the transparent plastic bag. (b) lies near depth discontinuities.
The surface normal in these region cannot be reliably computed.
is to train a network using a loss function that penalizes the inconsistency between the predicted
depth and the ground truth relative depth (ordinal relations between pairs of points). We propose
to incorporate surface normals as additional supervision. This translates to a loss function that
encourages the predicted depth to be consistent with both the ground truth relative depth and the
ground truth surface normals.
Formally, let I be a training image with K relative depth annotations and L surface normal
annotations. Using the same notations of [17], let R = (ik, jk, rk), k = 1 . . . K be the set of
relative depth annotations, where ik and jk are the locations of two points in the k-th annotation
and rk ∈ {>,<,=} is the ground-truth ordinal relation (closer, further, or same distance). Let
S = {pl, nl} be the set of surface normal annotations, where pl is the location of the l-th annotation
and nl ∈ R3 is the ground truth surface normal at this location.
We can now express the loss function as follows:
L(R, S, z) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
ψ(ik, jk, rk, z) + λ
1
L
L∑
l=1
φ(pl, nl, z) (3.1)
where z is the depth map predicted by the network. The loss term ψ(ik, jk, rk, z) measures the
inconsistency between the predicted depth map z and the k-th relative depth annotation. The loss
term
∑L
l=1 φ(pl, nl, z) measures the inconsistency between the predicted depth map z and the l-th
surface normal annotation. The hyper-parameter λ balances the two terms.
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3.4.1 A revised relative depth loss
Chen et al. [17] define the loss term ψ(ik, jk, rk, z) as
ln (1 + exp(−zik + zjk)) , rk ∈ {>}
ln (1 + exp(zik − zjk)) , rk ∈ {<}
(zik − zjk)2, rk ∈ {=}
(3.2)
This definition encourages two depth values to be as different as possible if their ground truth
ordinal relation is an inequality, or as similar as possible if their ground truth relation is equality.
It works well if relative depth is the only form of supervision, as shown by Chen et al. [17], but it
is problematic when used in conjunction with annotations of surface normals. The problem is that
it encourages the difference of two unequal depth values to be infinitely large. This can potentially
conflict with annotations of surface normals, which encourage the depth values to have a specific
difference to form a specific surface orientation.
To address this issue we revise the loss term by introducing a margin τ > 0 that stops the loss
from decreasing if two depth values supposed to be unequal are already at least τ apart and if two
equal depth values supposed to be equal are apart by no more than τ :
ln (1 + exp(−min(zik − zjk , τ))), rk ∈ {>}
ln (1 + exp(−min(zjk − zik , τ))), rk ∈ {<}
max(τ 2, |zik − zjk |2), rk ∈ {=}.
(3.3)
To make the loss term compatible with surface normals, we make another modification. We
add a softplus transform to the network to enforce positive depth. This is needed because a nega-
tive depth means that the object is behind the camera and will cause issues in computing surface
normals from the predicted depth.
3.4.2 Angle-based surface normal loss
We now consider how to define the loss term φ(pl, nl, z) in Eqn. 3.1 that compares the predicted
depth map z with a ground truth surface normal nl at location pl.
The first approach we propose is to derive a surface normal ν(z)pl at the same location from the
predicted depth map z and compare the derived normal to the ground truth. Here ν is a function
that maps a depth map to a map of surface normals, and ν(z)pl is the derived surface normal at
location pl. The loss term can now be defined as the angular difference between the derived normal
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and the ground truth normal, expressed as a dot product of the two normals:
φl(pl, nl, z) = − < nl, ν(z)pl > . (3.4)
We call this formulation the angle-based surface normal loss.
To derive surface normals from depth, i.e. to implement the function ν, we first back-project
the pixels to 3D points in the camera coordinate system, assuming a pinhole camera model with a
known focal length f . In particular, a pixel located at (x, y) on the image plane with depth z′ is
mapped to the 3D point (xz′/f, yz′/f, z′):
β : (x, y, z′)→ (xz′/f, yz′/f, z′) (3.5)
We then compute the surface normal ν(z)xy for a pixel located at (x, y) using the cross product of
the two vectors formed by its adjacent four neighbors (top to bottom, left to right):
ν(z)xy = [β(x− 1, y, zx−1,y)− β(x+ 1, y, zx+1,y)]
⊗[β(x, y − 1, zx,y−1)− β(x, y + 1, zx,y+1)],
(3.6)
where ⊗ denotes cross product and β is the back-projection function in Eqn. 3.5. Combining
Eqn. 3.5, and Eqn. 3.4 gives a loss term φ(pl, nl, z) that is differentiable with respect to the pre-
dicted depth z and can be easily incorporated into backpropagation.
3.4.3 Depth-based surface normal loss
The angle-based surface normal loss is natural, and a network trained with this loss in addition
to relative depth annotations should predict better depth, as measured by the metric error (compar-
ing the predict depth with ground truth depth in terms of absolute difference). In our experiments,
however, we observe that this is not always the case, especially with a large training set. In partic-
ular, we observe that a network will predict a depth map that gives better surface normals, but the
depth map itself does not improve in terms of metric error.
This leads us to make one theoretical observation. The observation is that when a surface nor-
mal is pointing sideways, a small change of the surface normal corresponds to a disproportionally
large change in depth values for the neighobring pixels. In other words, metric depth error is very
sensitive to the depth values in regions of steep slopes, but the angle-based loss does not reflect
this sensitivity (Fig. 3.7). This could result in the phenomenon that a decrease in the angle-based
loss does not corresponds to any notable improvement of metric depth error—the network is not
focusing on the steep slopes, the places that would make the most difference in metric depth error.
Based on this observation we propose an alternative loss formulation, which we call depth-
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Figure 3.7: Two 3D planes (solid line) whose centers have the same distance d to the image plane
and whose projections occupy the same amount of area on an image. The predicted surface normals
both deviate by θ from the ground-truth, but incur drastically different metric depth errors ∆1 and
∆2.
based surface normal loss. The idea is to take the predicted depth at a pixel and compute depth
value of a neighbor using the ground truth normal. In other words, we compute the depth value the
neighbor should take in order to be fully consistent with the ground truth normal. This “should-be”
depth is compared with the actual predicted depth for the neighbor, and the difference becomes the
penalty in the loss term. This loss is essentially converting a surface normal into the derivative
of depth, and then compare it to the actual predicted derivative of depth. This depth-based loss is
thus better aligned with metric depth error: surface normal annotations at steep slopes will play a
bigger role in the loss.
Specifically, let pT , pB, pL, pR be the top, bottom, left, right neighbors of pixel p. We first
obtain the back projection XT of pT using the predicted depth zpT (same as in Eqn. 3.5). Let
ΠT denote the plane that goes through XT and is oriented according to the ground truth normal
np. By intersecting ΠT with a ray that originates from the camera center and goes through the
bottom neighbor pT in the image plane, we obtain the “should-be” depth value zˆpB for the bottom
neighbor pB. Similarly, we can obtain the “should-be” depth value for the top neighbor from the
bottom neighbor (zˆpT from zpB ), for the left neighbor from the right neighbor (zˆpL from zpR), and
for the right neighbor from the left neighbor (zˆpR from zpL). Finally, the loss term is defined as the
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difference between the “should-be” depth and the actual predicted depth for all neighbors.
φl(pl, nl, z) =
∑
i∈{T,B,L,R}
(zˆpil − zpl)2/(zˆpil + zpl)2, (3.7)
which is differentiable with respect to z. Note that the squared difference between the two depth
values is normalized by their squared sum. This is for scale invariance; otherwise the network will
minimize the loss mostly by shrinking the depth values with little regard to the normals.
3.4.4 Multiscale normals
In addition to introducing depth-based loss, we consider yet another strategy to address the
issue of angle-based surface normal loss. The strategy is to collect surface normal annotations at
multiple resolutions. That is, we can collect some surface normal annotations at lower resolutions.
The rationale is that the steep slopes get smoothed out in lower resolutions and become less steep,
which brings the angle-based loss more in line with metric depth error. To use the normals from
lower resolutions, we add downsampling layers to the network to produce depth maps of lower
resolutions, and add an angle-based loss at each additional resolution of the depth map.
3.5 Experiments on NYU Depth
We perform extensive experiments on NYU Depth [91]. The ground truth metric depth avail-
able in NYU Depth allows us to simulate and evaluate how adding surface normal annotations as
indirect supervision can improve the prediction of metric depth, which is impossible for images in
the wild, which do not have metric depth ground truth.
Implementation details For all our experiments on NYU Depth, we use the same network archi-
tecture proposed in [17]. The only difference is two modifications made to ensure that the loss
term on relative depth will not encourage the predicted depth to deviate from the true metric depth,
thus minimizing conflict with the loss term on surface normals. First, we add a softplus layer to en-
sure positive depth. Second, we take the log of the predicted depth before sending it to the relative
depth loss in Eqn. 3.3. Taking the difference of the log depth is the same as taking the log of the
depth ratio, which is more consistent with the relative depth annotations in NYU Depth [17, 123]
because the ground truth ordinal depth relations are based on thresholding depth ratios rather than
thresholding depth difference.
For relative depth “annotations” on NYU Depth, we use the same set as in [17]. For surface
normal “annotations”, we generate them from the ground-truth depth using Eq 3.6. Unless oth-
erwise noted, in all our models trained with surface normals, we provide 5,000 surface normal
annotations at random locations per image.
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Figure 3.8: Qualitative results of the NYU test set. Here we show example outputs of the networks
trained with or without surface normals on the NYU Subset.
Main experiments We compare 5 models: (1) a model trained with relative depth only (d); (2)
a model trained with relative depth and surface normals using the angle-based loss (d n al); (3)
same as (2) but using surface normals from multiple resolutions while keeping the total number of
normal samples the same (d n al M). (4) a model trained with relative depth and surface normals
using depth-based loss (d n dl). (5) same as (4) but using surface normals from multiple resolutions
while keeping the total number the same (d n dl M).
As in prior work [17, 123], for each of the 5 models we train and evaluate on NYU Subset, a
standard subset of 1449 images in NYU Depth, and NYU Full, the entire NYU Depth. Models
trained on NYU Full are named with a F suffix). Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Evaluating metric depth Metric depth error measures the metric differences between the pre-
dicted depth map and the ground-truth depth map. Following prior work [17, 28, 123], we eval-
uate the root mean squared error (RMSE), the log RMSE, the log scale-invariant RMSE (log
RMSE(s.inv)), the absolute relative difference (absrel) and the squared relative difference (sqrrel);
their precise definitions can be found in [29]. Because single-image depth has scale ambiguity, be-
fore evaluation we normalize each predicted depth map such that it has the same mean and variance
as those of the entire training set, as is done in [17].
However, such normalization is too crude in that it forces every predicted depth map to have
the same mean and variance regardless of the input scene, which will unfairly penalize accurate
predictions for scenes with a different mean and variance. We therefore propose a new error metric
Least-Square RMSE (LS-RMSE) that better handles scale ambiguity in evaluation: for a predicted
depth map z and its ground-truth z∗ with pixels indexed by i, we compute the smallest possible
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Training Method RMSE RMSE log RMSE absrel sqrrel LS
Data (log) (s.inv) RMSE
NYU d 1.12 0.39 0.26 0.36 0.45 0.64
Subset d n al 1.13 0.39 0.26 0.36 0.45 0.65
d n al M 1.11 0.39 0.25 0.36 0.44 0.59
d n dl 1.11 0.39 0.25 0.35 0.44 0.58
d n dl M 1.11 0.39 0.25 0.36 0.45 0.59
Chen [17] 1.12 0.39 0.26 0.36 0.46 0.65
Zoran [123] 1.20 0.42 - 0.40 0.54 -
NYU d F 1.08 0.37 0.23 0.34 0.41 0.52
Full d n al F 1.09 0.38 0.24 0.34 0.42 0.55
d n al F M 1.09 0.38 0.23 0.34 0.41 0.53
d n dl F 1.08 0.37 0.23 0.34 0.41 0.50
d n dl F M 1.09 0.38 0.24 0.35 0.43 0.52
Chen Full [17] 1.09 0.38 0.24 0.34 0.42 0.58
Eigen(V)* [28] 0.64 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.47
Chakrabarti* [14] 0.64 0.21 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.47
Table 3.1: Metric depth error evaluated on the NYU Depth dataset. Models with a * suffix are
trained on full metric depth.
sum of their squared differences under a global scaling and translation of the depth values:
LS RMSE(z, z∗) = min
a,b
∑
i
(azi + b− z∗i )2. (3.8)
Note that computing this error metric is the same as finding the least square solution to a system
of linear equations, which has a well-known closed form solution.
Tab. 3.1 reports the results on metric depth error. We can see that our baseline model trained
with relatived depth only matches or exceeds the metric depth error reported by Chen et al. [17]. We
attribute this improvement to our revised relative depth loss (Eqn. 3.3), which does not encourage
exaggerating depth differences once the ordering is correct.
On both NYU Subset and NYU Full, adding surface normals in training achieves significant
improvement in metric depth quality, as reflected most notably in LS-RMSE. The improvement in
metrics other than LS-RMSE is less significant, indicating a mismatch of depth scale. Among the
models trained with surface normals, the one trained with the depth-based loss (d n dl F) performs
the best, as expected from our discussion in Sec. 3.4. On NYU Full, it outperforms the relative-
depth-only baseline significantly on LS RMSE, approaching the models trained with full ground
truth metric depth maps (Eigen(V) [28], Chakrabarti [14]).
The model trained with the angle-based normal loss yields no improvemet on NYU Subset and
negative improvement on NYU Full, which can be explained by our theoretical observation that the
angle-based loss is misaligned with the metric depth error. The misalignment is especially notable
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on a bigger dataset, which is harder to fit and can cause the network to “give up” on the steep
slopes, which account for very little in the angle-based normal loss. Using multiscale normals
helps as expected, but it is not enough to overcome the misalignment on NYU Full to outperform
the relative-depth-only baseline.
Evaluating relative depth We also evaluate a predicted depth map on ordinal error: disagreement
with ground truth ordinal relations between selected locations. We use the same set of ground
truth ordinal relations from [17], and report the same metrics: WKDR, the weighted disagreement
rate between the predicted ordinal relations and the ground-truth ordinal relations, and its variants
WKDR= (WKDR of pairs whose ground-truth order is =) and WKDR 6=(WKDR of pairs whose
ground-truth order is either > or <). Following [17], we predict the ordinal relation of point A
and B by thresholding on difference of the predicted depth.
The results on relative depth are shown in Tab. 3.2. First it is interesting to observe that our
relative-depth-only baseline model is slightly worse than Chen et al. [17], which also trains with
only relative depth. We attribute this difference to our revised relative depth loss (Eqn. 3.3)—the
loss in Chen et al. [17] encourages exaggerating depth differences, which leads to better relative
depth performance at the expense of metric accuracy, as reflected by Tab. 3.1.
Interestingly, adding normals improves ordinal error, but only from the angle-based normal
loss, not from the depth-based normal loss. This is because depth-based normal loss places great
emphasis on getting the exact steep slopes, but this does not make any difference to ordinal error
as long as the sign of the slope is correct.
Evaluating surface normals We now evaluate the predicted depth in terms of surface normals
derived from it. We use the same metrics as in [28]: the mean and median of angular difference
with the ground-truth, and the percentages of predicted samples whose angular difference with the
ground-truth are under a certain threshold. The ground truth normals for test are from NYU Depth
toolkit [91], as is done in [106, 28]. We also evaluate the derived surface normals from other
depth-estimation models, including (1) state-of-the-art depth estimation method of Eigen [28] and
Chakrabarti [14]; (2) The original method of Chen et al. [17] augmented with a softplus layer
to ensure positive depth but otherwise trained the same way with relative depth only (Chen* and
Chen Full*).
We report the results in Tab. 3.3. As expected, models trained with the angle-based normal loss
perform better than any other models in terms of surface normals derived from depth, as the loss
directly targes the normal error metric.
For reference, we also evaluate state of art methods that directly predict surface normals:
Bansal [6], Eigen [28] and Wang [106]. Note that these models are trained on the full dense
normal maps on NYU Full whereas our models are trained with only a sparse set of normals. Yet
our best model (d n al F) outperforms Wang [106].
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Training Method WKDR WKDR= WKDR6=
Data
NYU d 37.6% 36.4% 39.3%
Subset d n al 36.5% 35.5% 37.9%
d n al M 34.6% 33.4% 36.3%
d n dl 38.7% 36.9% 40.5%
d n dl M 39.0% 37.7% 40.5%
Chen [17] 35.6% 36.1% 36.5%
Zoran [123] 43.5% 44.2% 41.4%
NYU d F 29.2% 32.5% 28.0%
Full d n al F 27.6% 31.5% 26.6%
d n al F M 27.9% 32.2% 26.6%
d n dl F 30.9% 31.7% 31.4%
d n dl F M 35.5% 38.9% 34.6%
Chen Full [17] 28.3% 30.6% 28.6%
Eigen(V)* [28] 34.0% 43.3% 29.6%
Chakrabarti* [14] 27.5% 30.0% 27.5%
Table 3.2: Ordinal error evaluated on the NYU Depth dataset. Models with a * suffix are trained
on full metric depth.
Training Method Angle Distance % Within t◦
Data Mean Median 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30◦
NYU d 45.46 40.62 7.56 23.65 35.10
Subset d n al 37.53 31.93 13.04 34.38 47.39
d n al M 35.39 29.51 15.50 38.43 51.40
d n dl 40.53 34.58 11.40 31.13 43.56
d n dl M 41.88 35.76 10.73 29.69 41.88
Chen* [17] 50.68 44.96 4.16 16.77 28.21
NYU d F 29.45 22.71 22.31 50.71 63.65
Full d n al F 25.92 20.09 26.28 56.45 69.26
d n al F M 26.50 20.42 26.41 55.47 68.09
d n dl F 30.85 24.51 24.51 46.93 60.31
d n dl F M 37.63 31.58 13.41 34.97 47.97
Chen Full* [17] 30.35 24.37 18.64 46.80 61.42
Eigen(V) [28] 35.97 28.34 17.67 41.12 53.49
Chakrabarti [14] 29.80 20.43 31.34 54.90 64.57
Wang§ [106] 28.8 17.9 35.2 57.1 65.5
Eigen(V)§ [28] 22.89 16.26 38.23 63.30 73.18
Bansal§ [6] 22.63 15.78 39.17 64.17 73.77
Table 3.3: Surface normal error evaluated on the NYU Depth dataset. The lower the better for
Angle Distance metrics. The higher the better for the Percentage within t◦ metrics. Models with a
§ suffix directly predict surface normals.
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Crop Method RMSE RMSE log RMSE absrel sqrrel LS
(log) (s.inv) RMSE
d 7.61 2.11 1.94 0.39 3.16 5.99
Eigen d n al 7.54 1.71 1.57 0.37 2.86 5.93
d n dl 7.03 0.89 0.79 0.30 2.28 5.24
Godard [35] 5.74 0.24 0.22 0.13 1.14 5.17
d 6.86 2.06 1.92 0.38 2.77 5.66
Garg d n al 6.75 1.56 1.45 0.34 2.45 5.57
d n dl 6.17 0.83 0.76 0.28 1.88 4.84
Godard [35] 5.21 0.22 0.20 0.11 0.89 4.73
Table 3.4: Metric depth error evaluated on the KITTI dataset.
Discussion Our expriements on NYU Depth show that surface normal annotations can help depth
estimation in the absence of ground truth depth. We have proposed two different surface nor-
mal losses. Each has a different set of trade-offs and is appropriate in different applications. If
metric fidelity is important, especially at depth discontinuities, then the depth-based loss is more
appropriate. If surface orientation is important than the fidelity of depth discontinuities, then the
angle-based loss is more appropriate.
Input Image Predicted Depth Predicted Surface Normals
Figure 3.9: Qualitative results of the KITTI test set.
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Method WKDR WKDR= WKDR6=
d 26.46% 24.01% 27.08%
d n al 22.35% 20.61% 22.93%
d n dl 26.50% 22.58% 27.50%
Godard [35] 25.84% 26.17% 26.21%
Table 3.5: Ordinal error evaluated on the KITTI dataset.
3.6 Experiment on KITTI
For completeness, we provide experimental results on the KITTI dataset. Following [35],
we evaluate our methods on two sub-regions of the KITTI test images (i.e., the Garg Crop and
Eigen Crop as described in [35]), and use the test/train split of [29].
The relative depth annotations for both training and testing are generated in the same way as
described in [123]. As the ground truth surface normals are not provided in the official KITTI
dataset, we train on the surface normals generated by Eq.(6) of the paper, and only provide qualita-
tive results of surface normal prediction on the test set. During training, we provide 5,000 surface
normal annotations per image.
We test and compare these 3 models: (1) a model trained with relative depth only (d); (2) a
model trained with relative depth and surface normals using the angle-based loss (d n al); (3) a
model trained with relative depth and surface normals using depth-based loss (d n dl). We use the
same network as used in the NYU experiment, with τ = ln(1.02) and λ = 1. The input to our
network is a 128 × 416 image and the output is a depth map of the same size. Although ground
truth depth values are only available on the lower part of the image, we feed the entire image
into the network as is done in [29]. All the metric errors except the LS RMSE are calculated by
first normalizing the depth map to have the same mean and standard variation as the training set.
However, some depth maps may contain negative depth value after normalization, and we replace
those negative values with the minimum of the non-negative depth values of that depth map when
calculating the RMSE (log) and log RMSE (s.inv) metric. For comparison, we also show the
state-of-the-art depth-prediction results of Godard et al. [35], which exploits epipolar geometry
constraints to train monocular depth-prediction networks (we show the results from their Ours
resnet pp model, which is their best performing model).
We show the results in Tab. 3.4, 3.5. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 3.9. Models
trained with surface normals (d n al, d n dl) consistently outperform the depth-only model (d)
in both metric error and ordinal error. Training with depth-based loss yields the most significant
improvement in metric error while the improvement in ordinal error is the most significant for the
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Figure 3.10: Normal maps produced by our model and Bansal [6]. Please view in color.
angle-based loss model. These results once again show that surface normals can help improve
depth predictions in the absence of ground truth depth in training.
3.7 Experiments on SNOW
Since SNOW provides no ground truth of metric depth, it is infeasible to evaluate how training
with surface normals helps predict metric depth. We thus evaluate surface normals as an indirect
indicator of depth quality for images in the wild. We split SNOW into 10,256 test images and
49,805 training images.
We first evaluate the surface normals derived from depth prediction. Our baselines include
state-of-the-art depth estimation methods Eigen [28] and FCRN [55], both trained with full metric
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Model Angle Distance Within t◦
Mean Median 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30◦
Normals d n al F 32.53 27.44 15.40 40.52 54.12
from d n al F SNOW 25.75 21.26 21.66 52.98 67.88
Predicted Chen Full [17] 35.16 30.26 13.70 36.56 49.56
Depth Eigen(V) [28] 48.71 46.15 6.35 18.91 28.45
FCRN [55] 48.74 45.38 5.84 18.29 28.25
Directly Ours NYU§ 31.96 26.03 18.16 43.72 56.03
Predicted Ours NYU SNOW§ 23.33 17.99 30.42 60.54 72.74
Normals Eigen(V)§ [28] 28.71 23.16 20.98 48.78 61.84
Bansal§ [6] 27.85 22.25 23.41 50.54 64.09
Table 3.6: Surface normal error evaluated on SNOW. Models with a § suffix directly predict surface
normals.
depth from NYU Full. We compare these baselines with the d n al F network, our best per-
forming model in terms of normal error. We also fine tune the d n al F network on SNOW
(d n al F SNOW).
We can see in Tab. 3.6 that our network trained only on NYU Full (d n al F) already outper-
forms the baselines. Fine-tuning on SNOW yields a significant improvement.
SNOW also enables us to evaluate on methods that directly predict surface normals. We include
four models: (1) state-of-the-art surface normal estimation methods of Bansal [6] and Eigen [28];
(2) Chen et al. [17]’s network trained to directly predict normals (Ours NYU§); (3) Ours NYU§
fine-tuned on SNOW (Ours NYU SNOW§). We can see from Tab. 3.6 that fine-tuning on SNOW
significantly improves surface normal prediction. Finally, Fig. 3.10 shows examples of qualitative
improvement achieved by our network on images in the wild.
3.8 Summary
We have proposed two distinct approaches for using surface normal annotations to train a deep
network that directly predicts per-pixel metric depth. We have also introduced a new dataset of
crowdsourced surface normals for images in the wild (SNOW). Experiments show that surface
normal annotations can advance depth estimation in the wild.
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CHAPTER 4
OASIS: A Large-Scale Dataset for Single Image 3D in the Wild 1
4.1 Introduction
Reconstructed Pixel-wise DepthHuman Annotations Reconstructed Pixel-wise DepthHuman Annotations
Figure 4.1: We introduce Open Annotations of Single-Image Surfaces (OASIS), a large-scale
dataset of human annotations of 3D surfaces for 140,000 images in the wild. More examples
in the supplementary material.
So far, we have discussed collecting relative depth and surface normals from the Internet
through crowdsourcing. The data has been proven useful in advancing single-view 3D percep-
tion. However, these data are sparsely collected. On the other hand, human perception of 3D is
dense — we can easily figure out the geometry of 3D surfaces and objects, and infer the connec-
tivity among them. To fully realize the potential of human 3D perception and push the envelope of
single-view 3D, this chapter explores collecting pixel-wise 3D ground truths in the wild.
Pixel-wise 3D ground truth is worthy of special attention as it has the potential to bring major
advancement. Unlike object recognition, whose progress has been propelled by datasets like Ima-
geNet [27] covering diverse object categories with high-quality labels, single-image 3D has lacked
an ImageNet equivalent that covers diverse scenes with high-quality 3D ground truth. Existing
datasets are restricted to either a narrow range of scenes [91, 26] or simplistic annotations such as
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Shengyi Qian, David Fan, Noriyuki Kojima, Max Hamilton, and Jia
Deng [19].
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sparse relative depth pairs or surface normals [17, 20].
We introduce Open Annotations of Single-Image Surfaces (OASIS), a large-scale dataset for
single-image 3D in the wild. It consists of human annotations that enable pixel-wise reconstruc-
tion of 3D surfaces for 140,000 randomly sampled Internet images. Fig. 4.1 shows the human
annotations of example images along with the reconstructed surfaces.
A key feature of OASIS is its rich annotations of human 3D perception. Six types of 3D
properties are annotated for each image: occlusion boundary (depth discontinuity), fold boundary
(normal discontinuity), surface normal, relative depth, relative normal (orthogonal, parallel, or nei-
ther), and planarity (planar or not). These annotations together enable a reconstruction of pixelwise
depth.
To construct OASIS, we created a UI for interactive 3D annotation. The UI allows a crowd
worker to annotate the aforementioned 3D properties. It also provides a live, rotatable rendering
of the resulting 3D surface reconstruction to help the crowd worker fine-tune their annotations.
It is worth noting that 100K images may not seem very large compared to millions of images
in datasets like ImageNet. But the number of images can be a misleading metric. For OASIS,
annotating one image takes 305 seconds on average. In contrast, verifying a single image-level
label takes no more than a few seconds. Thus in terms of the total amount of human time, OASIS
is already comparable to millions of image-level labels.
OASIS opens up new research opportunities on a wide range of single-image 3D tasks—depth
estimation, surface normal estimation, boundary detection, and instance segmentation of planes—
by providing in-the-wild ground truths either for the first time, or at a much larger scale than prior
work. For depth estimation and surface normals, pixelwise ground truth is available for images in
the wild for the first time—prior data in the wild provide only sparse annotations [17, 16]. For
the detection of occlusion boundaries and folds, OASIS provides annotations at a scale 500 times
larger than prior work—existing datasets [96, 46] have annotations for only about 200 images. For
instance segmentation of planes, ground truth annotation is available for images in the wild for the
first time.
To facilitate future research, we provide extensive statistics of the annotations in OASIS, and
train and evaluate leading deep learning models on a variety of single-image tasks. Experiments
show that there is a large room for performance improvement, pointing to ample research oppor-
tunities for designing new learning algorithms for single-image 3D. We expect OASIS to serve as
a useful resource for 3D vision research.
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4.2 Related Work
3D Ground Truth from Depth-Sensors and Computer Graphics Major 3D datatsets are either
collected by sensors [91, 34, 83, 87, 26] or synthesized with Computer Graphics [12, 69, 95, 67,
78]. But due to the limitations of depth sensors and the lack of varied 3D assets for rendering, the
diversity of scenes is quite limited. For example, sensor-based ground truth is mostly for indoor or
driving scenes [91, 26, 69, 95, 34].
3D Ground Truth from Multiview Reconstruction Single-image 3D training data can also be
obtained by applying classical Structure-from-Motion (SfM) algorithms on Internet images or
videos [59, 108, 18]. However, classical SfM algorithms have many well known failure modes
including scenes with moving objects and scenes with specular or textureless surfaces. In contrast,
humans can annotate all types of scenes.
3D Ground Truth from Human Annotations Our work is connected to many previous works
that crowdsource 3D annotations of Internet images. For example, prior work has crowdsourced
annotations of relative depth [17] and surface normals [20] at sparse locations of an image (a single
pair of relative depth and a single normal per image). Prior work has also aligned pre-existing 3D
models to images [109, 97]. However, this approach has a drawback that not every shape can be
perfectly aligned with available 3D models, whereas our approach can handle arbitrary geometry.
Our work is related to that of Karsch et al. [46], who reconstruct pixelwise depth from human
annotations of boundaries, with the aid of a shape-from-shading algorithm [7]. Our approach is
different in that we annotate not only boundaries but also surface normals, planarity, and relative
normals, and our reconstruction method does not rely on automatic shape from shading, which is
still unsolved and has many failure modes.
One of our inspirations is LabelMe3D [80], which annotated 3D planes attached to a common
ground plane. Another is OpenSurfaces [10], which also annotated 3D planes. We differ from
LabelMe3D and OpenSurfaces in that our annotations recover not only planes but also curved
surfaces. Our dataset is also much larger, being 600× the size of LabelMe3D and 5× of OpenSur-
faces in terms of the number of images annotated. It is also more diverse, because LabelMe3D and
OpenSurface include only city or indoor scenes.
4.3 Crowdsourcing Human Annotations
We use random keywords to query and download Creative Commons Flickr images with a
known focal length (extracted from the EXIF data). Each image is presented to a crowd worker for
annotation through a custom UI as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). The worker is asked to mask out a region
that she wishes to work on with a polygon of her choice, with the requirement that the polygon
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Figure 4.2: (a) Our UI allows a user to annotate rich 3D properties and includes a preview window
for interactive 3D visualization. (b) An illustration of the depth scaling procedure in our backend.
covers a pair of randomly pre-selected locations. She then works on the annotations and iteratively
monitors the generated mesh (detailed in Sec 4.4) from an interactive preview window (Fig. 4.2
(a)).
Occlusion Boundary and Fold An occlusion boundary denotes locations of depth discontinuity,
where the surface on one side is physically disconnected from the surface on the other side. When
it is drawn, the worker also specifies which side of the occlusion is closer to the viewer, i.e. depth
order of the surfaces on both sides of the occlusion. Workers need to distinguish between two
kinds of occlusion boundaries. Smooth occlusion (green in Fig 4.2 (a)) is where the the closer
surface smoothly curves away from the viewer, and the surface normals should be orthogonal to the
occlusion line and parallel to the image plane, and pointing toward the further side. Sharp occlusion
(red in Fig 4.2 (a)) has none of these constraints. On the other hand, fold denotes locations of
surface normal discontinuity, where the surface geometry changes abruptly, but the surfaces on the
two sides of the fold are still physically attached to each other (orange in Fig 4.2 (a)).
Occlusion boundaries segment a region into subregions, each of which is a continuous sur-
face whose geometry can change abruptly but remains physically connected in 3D. Folds further
segment a continuous surface into smooth surfaces where the geometry vary smoothly without
discontinuity of surface normals.
Surface Normal The worker first specifies if a smooth surface is planar or curved. She annotates
one normal at each planar surface which indicates the chap4:orientation of the plane. For each
curved surface, she annotates normals at as many locations as she sees fit. A normal is visualized
as a blue arrow originating from a green grid (Fig 4.3), rendered in perspective projection according
to the known focal length. Such visualization helps workers perceive the normal in 3D [20]. To
rotate and adjust the normal, the worker only needs to drag the mouse.
Relative Normal Finally, to annotate normals with higher accuracy, the worker specifies the rel-
ative normal between each pair of planar surfaces. She chooses between Neither, Parallel and
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Figure 4.3: Surface normal annotation UI. The surface normal is visualized as a blue arrow origi-
nating from a green grid, rendered in perspective projection according to the known focal length.
Orthogonal. Surfaces pairs that are parallel or orthogonal to each other then have their normals
adjusted automatically to reflect the relation.
Interactive Previewing While annotating, the worker can click a button to see a visualization of
the 3D shape constructed from the current annotations (detailed later in Sec. 4.4). Workers can
rotate or zoom to inspect the shape from different angles in a preview window (Fig 4.2 (a)). She
keeps working on it until she is satisfied with the shape.
Quality Control Completing our 3D annotation task requires knowledge of relevant concepts.
To ensure good quality of the dataset, we require each worker to complete a training course to
learn concepts such as occlusions, folds and normals, and usage of the UI. She then needs to pass a
qualification quiz before being allowed to work on our annotation task. Besides explicitly selecting
qualified workers, we also set up a separate quality verification task on each collected mesh. In
this task, a worker inspects the mesh to judge if it reflects the image well. Only meshes deemed
high quality are accepted.
To improve our annotation throughput, we collected annotations from three sources: Amazon
Mechanical Turk, which accounts for 11% of all annotations, and two data annotation companies
that employ full-time annotators, who supplied the rest of the annotations. Some more collected
annotations are shown in Fig 4.4.
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Image Annotation Depth GT Normal GT Planar Inst GT w/ Texture w/o Texture
Figure 4.4: More human annotations from OASIS. Note that each planar instance has a different
color.
4.4 From Human Annotations to Dense Depth
Because humans do not directly annotate the depth value of each pixel, we need to convert the
human annotations to pixelwise depth in order to visualize the 3D surface.
Generating Dense Surface Normals We first describe how we generate dense surface normals
from annotations. We assume the normals to be smoothly varying in the spatial domain, except
across folds or occlusion boundaries where the normals change abruptly. Therefore, our system
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Figure 4.5: Statistics of OASIS. (a) The distribution of focal length (unit: relative length to the
image width). (b) The distribution of surface normals. (c) Boundary: the ratio of regions containing
only occlusion, only fold, and both. Curvature: the distribution of regions containing only planes,
only curved surfaces, and both. (d) The frequency distribution of each surface type in a region.
propagates the known normals to the unknown ones by requiring the final normals to be smooth
overall, but stops the propagation at fold and occlusion lines.
More concretely, let Np denote the normal at pixel p on a normal map N , and F , O denotes the
pixels belong to the folds and occlusion boundaries. We have a set of known normals N˜ at locations
Pknown from (1) surface normal annotations by workers, and (2) the pre-computed normals along
the smooth occlusion boundaries as mentioned in Sec 4.3. Each pixel p has four neighbors Φ(p).
If p is on an occlusion boundary, its neighbors on the closer side of this boundary are ΓO(p). If p
is on a fold line, only its neighbors ΓF (p) on one fixed random side of this line are considered. We
solve for the optimal normal N∗ using LU factorization and then normalize it into unit norm:
N∗ = argmin
N
∑
p 6∈F∪O
∑
q∈Φ(p)
q 6∈F∪O
|Np −Nq|2+
∑
p∈O
∑
q∈ΓO(p)
|Np −Nq|2 +
∑
p∈F
∑
q∈ΓF (p)
|Np −Nq|2
(4.1)
s.t. Np = N˜p,∀p ∈ Pknown (4.2)
Generating Dense Depth Our depth generation pipeline consists of two stages: First, from surface
normals and focal length, we recover the depth of each continuous surface through integration [76].
Next, we adjust the depth order among these surfaces by performing surface-wise depth scaling
(Fig. 4.2 (b)), i.e. each surface has its own scale factor.
Our design is motivated by this fact: in single-view depth recovery, depth within continuous
surface can be recovered only up to an ambiguous scale; thus different surfaces may end up with
different scales, leading to incorrect depth ordering between surfaces. But workers already decide
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which side of an occlusion boundary is closer to the viewer. Based on such knowledge, we correct
depth order by scaling the depth of each surface.
We now describe the details. Let S denotes the set of all continuous surface. From integration,
we obtain the depth ZS of each S ∈ S. We then solve for a scaling factor XS for each S, which
is used in scaling depth ZS . Let O denote the set of occlusion boundaries. Along O, we densely
sample a set of point pairs B. Each pair (p, q) ∈ B has p lying on the closer side of one of the
occlusion boundaries Oi ∈ O and q the further side. The continuous surface a pixel p lies on is
S(p), and its depth is Zp. The set of optimal scaling factors X∗ is solved for as follows:
X∗ = argmin
X
∑
S∈S
XS (4.3)
s.t. XS(p)Zp +  ≤ XS(q)Zq,∀(p, q) ∈ B (4.4)
XS ≥ η,∀S ∈ S (4.5)
where  > 0 is a minimum separation between surfaces, and η > 0 is a minimum scale factor.
Eq.(4.4) requires the surfaces to meet the depth order constraints specified by point pairs (p, q) ∈ B
after scaling. Meanwhile, Eq.(4.3) constrains the value of X so that they do not increase indefi-
nitely. After correcting the depth order, the final depth for surface S is X∗SZS . We normalize and
reproject the final depth to 3D as point clouds, and generate 3D meshes for visualization.
NYU Depth [91] (depth mean: 2.471 m, depth std: 0.754 m) Tanks & Temples [50] (depth mean: 4.309m, depth std: 3.059m)
Human-Human Human-Sensor CNN-Sensor Human-Human Human-Sensor CNN-Sensor
Depth (EDist) 0.078m 0.095m 0.097m [55] 0.194m 0.213m 0.402m [55]
Normals (MAE) 13.13◦ 17.82◦ 14.19◦ [119] 14.33◦ 20.29◦ 29.11◦ [119]
Post-Rotation Depth (EDist) 0.037m 0.048m - 0.082m 0.080m -
Depth Order (WKDR) 5.68% 8.67% 11.90% 9.28% 10.80% 32.13%
Table 4.1: Depth and normal difference between different humans (Human-Human), between hu-
man and depth sensor (Human-Sensor), and between ConvNet and depth sensor (CNN-Sensor).
The results are averaged over all human pairs.
Figure 4.6: Humans estimate shape correctly but the absolute chap4:orientation can be slightly off,
causing large depth error after perspective back-projection into 3D. Depth error drops significantly
(from 0.07m to 0.01m) after a global rotation of normals.
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4.5 Dataset Statistics
Statistics of Surfaces Fig. 4.5 plots various statistics of the 3D surfaces. Fig. 4.5 (a) plots the
distribution of focal length. We see that focal lengths in OASIS vary greatly: they range from wide
angle to telezoom, and are mostly 1× to 10× of the width of the image. Fig. 4.5 (b) visualizes
the distribution of surface normals. We see that a substantial proportion of normals point directly
towards the camera, suggesting that parallel-frontal surfaces frequently occur in natural scenes.
Fig. 4.5 (c) presents region-wise statistics. We see that most regions (90%+) contain occlusion
boundaries and close to half have both occlusion boundaries and folds (top). We also see that most
regions (70%+) contain at least one curve surface (bottom). Fig. 4.5 (d) shows the histogram of the
number of different kinds of surfaces in an annotated region. We see that most regions consist of
multiple disconnected pieces and have non-trivial geometry in terms of continuity and smoothness.
Annotation Quality We study how accurate and consistent the annotations are. To this end, we
randomly sample 50 images from NYU Depth [91] and 70 images from Tanks and Temples [50],
and have 20 workers annotate each image. Tab. 4.1 reports the depth and normal difference be-
tween human annotations, between human annotations and sensor ground truth, and between pre-
dictions from state-of-the-art ConvNets and sensor ground truth. Depth difference is measured
by the mean Euclidean distance (EDist) between corresponding points in two point clouds, after
aligning one to the other through a global translation and scaling (surface-wise scaling for human
annotations and CNN predictions). Normal difference is measured in Mean Angular Error (MAE).
We see in Tab. 4.1 that human annotations are highly consistent with each other and with sensor
ground truth, and are better than ConvNet predictions, especially when the ConvNet is not trained
and tested on the same dataset.
We observe that humans often estimate the shape correctly, but the overall chap4:orientation
can be slightly off, causing a large depth error against sensor ground truth (Fig. 4.6). This error
can be particularly pronounced for planes close to orthogonal to the image plane. Thus we also
compute the error after a rotational alignment with the sensor ground truth—we globally rotate the
human annotated normals (up to 30 degrees) before generating the shape. After accounting for this
global rotation of normals, human-sensor depth difference is further reduced by 47.96% (relative)
for NYU and 62.44% (relative) for Tanks and Temples; a significant drop of normal error is also
observed in human-human difference.
We also measure the qualitative aspect of human annotations by evaluating the WKDR met-
ric [17], i.e. the percentage of point pairs with inconsistent depth ordering between query and
reference depth. Depth pairs are sampled in the same way as [17]. Tab. 4.1 again shows that
human annotations are qualitatively accurate and highly consistent with each other.
Finally, we evaluate the annotation quality separately for planar regions and curved regions.
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Tab. 4.2 shows that humans are more consistent with each other when annotating curved regions
than planar regions.
NYU Depth [91]
Human-Human Human-Sensor
Planar Regions 0.079m 0.091m
Curved Regions 0.077m 0.102m
Table 4.2: Depth difference between different humans (Human-Human) and between humans and
depth sensors (Human-Sensor) in planar and curved regions. The results are averaged over all
human pairs. The mean of depth in tested samples is 2.471 m, the standard deviation is 0.754 m.
It is worth noting that metric 3D accuracy is not required for many tasks such as navigation,
object manipulation, and semantic scene understanding—humans do well without perfect metric
accuracy. Therefore human perception of depth alone can be the gold standard for training and
evaluating vision systems, regardless of its metric accuracy. As a result, our dataset would still be
valuable even if it were less metrically accurate than it is currently.
Comparison with Other Datasets Tab. 4.3 compares OASIS and other datasets in terms of anno-
tation types, size and diversity. OASIS provides a variety of in-the-wild 3D annotations either for
the first time, or at a much larger scale than prior datasets.
4.6 Experiments
To facilitate future research, we use OASIS to train and evaluate leading deep learning mod-
els on a suite of single-image 3D tasks including depth estimation, normal estimation, boundary
detection, plane segmentation. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4.7 (Qualitative predictions
presented are produced as follows: Depth predictions are produced by a ResNetD [108] network
trained on OASIS + ImageNet [27]. Surface normal predictions are produced by an Hourglass [20]
network trained on OASIS alone. Occlusion boundary and fold predictions are produced by an
Hourglass [17] network trained on OASIS alone. Planar instance segmentations are produced by
a PlanarReconstruction [116] network trained on Scannet [26] + OASIS. More details on these
models will be explained later in the chapter). A train-val-test split of 110K, 10K, 20K is used for
all tasks.
For each task we estimate human performance to provide an upperbound accounting for the
variance of human annotations. We randomly sample 100 images from the test set, and have
each image re-annotated by 8 crowd workers. That is, each image now has “predictions” from 8
different humans. We evaluate each prediction and report the mean as the performance expected
of an average human.
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Figure 4.7: Qualitative outputs of the four tasks from representative models: (1) depth estima-
tion, (2) normal estimation, (3) fold and occlusion boundary detection, and (4) planar instance
segmentation.
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Dataset In the Wild Acquisition Depth Normals Occlusion & Fold Relative Normals Planar Inst Seg # Images
OASIS X Human annotation Metric (up to scale) Dense X X X 140K
NYU Depth V2 [91] - Kinect Metric Dense - - - 407K
KITTI [34] - LiDAR Metric - - - - 93K
DIW [17] X Human annotation Relative - - - - 496K
SNOW [20] X Human annotation - Sparse - - - 60K
MegaDepth [59] X SfM Metric (up to scale) - - - - 130K
ReDWeb [108] X Stereo Metric (up to scale) - - - - 3.6K
3D Movie [56] X Stereo Metric (up to scale) - - - - 75K
OpenSurfaces [10] - Human annotation - Dense - - - 25K
CMU Occlusion [96] X Human annotation - - Occlusion Only - - 538
Table 4.3: Comparison between OASIS and other 3D datasets. Metric (up to scale) denotes that the depth is metrically accurate up to
scale.
4.6.1 Depth Estimation
We first study single-view depth estimation. OASIS provides pixelwise metric depth in the
wild. But as discussed in Sec 4.4, due to inherent single-image ambiguity, depth in OASIS is in-
dependently recovered within each continuous surface, after which the depth undergoes a surface-
wise scaling to correct the depth order. The recovered depth is only accurate up to scaling within
each continuous surface and ordering between continuous surfaces.
Given this, in OASIS we provide metric depth ground truths that is surface-wise accurate up to
a scaling factor. This new form of depth necessitates new evaluation metrics and training losses.
Depth Metric The images in OASIS have varied focal lengths. This means that to evaluate depth
estimation, we cannot simply use pixelwise difference between a predicted depth map and the
ground truth map. This is because the predicted 3D shape depends greatly on the focal length—
given the same depth values, decreasing the focal length will flatten the shape along the depth
dimension. In practice, the focal length is often unknown for a test image. Thus, we require a
depth estimator to predict a focal length along with depth. Because the predicted focal length may
differ from the ground truth focal length, pixelwise depth difference is a poor indicator of how
close the predicted 3D shape is to the ground truth.
A more reasonable metric is the Euclidean distance between the predicted and ground-truth
3D point cloud. Concretely, we backproject the predicted depth Z to a 3D point cloud P =
{(Xp, Yp, Zp)} using f (the predicted focal length), and ground truth depthZ∗ to P∗ = {(X∗p , Y ∗p , Z∗p)}
using f ∗ (the ground truth focal length). We then calculate the distance between P and P∗.
The metric also needs to be invariant to surface-wise depth scaling and translation. Therefore
we introduce a surface-wise scaling factor λSi ∈ Λ, and a surface-wise translation δSi ∈ ∆, to
align each predicted surface Si ∈ S in P to the ground truth point cloud P∗ in a least square
manner. The final metric, which we call Locally Scale-Invariant RMSE (LSIV RMSE), is defined
as:
LSIV RMSE(Z,Z∗) = min
Λ,∆
∑
p
(
(X∗p , Y
∗
p , Z
∗
p)
σ(X∗)
− λS(p)(Xp, Yp, Zp)− (0, 0, δS(p)))2,
(4.6)
where S(p) denotes the surface a pixel p is on. The ground truth point cloud P∗ is normalized to
a canonical scale by the standard deviation of its X coordinates σ(X∗). Under this metric, as long
as P is accurate up to scaling and translation, it will align perfectly with P∗, and get 0 error.
Note that LSIV RMSE ignore the ordering between two separate surfaces; it allows objects
floating in the air to be arbitrarily scaled. This is typically not an issue because in most scenes
there are not many objects floating in the air. But we nonetheless also measure the correctness of
depth ordering. We report WKDR [17], which is the percentage of point pairs that have incorrect
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depth order in the predicted depth. We evaluate on depth pairs sampled in the same way as [17],
i.e. half are random pairs, half are from the same random horizontal lines.
Models We train and evaluate two leading depth estimation networks on OASIS: the Hourglass
network [17], and ResNetD [108], a dense prediction network based on ResNet50. Each network
predicts a metric depth map and a focal length, which are together used to backproject pixels to 3D
points, which are compared against the ground truth to compute the LSIV RMSE metric, which
we optimize as the loss function during training. Note that we do not supervise on the predicted
focal length.
We also evaluate leading pre-trained models that estimate single-image depth on OASIS, in-
cluding FCRN [55] trained on ILSVRC [79] and NYU Depth [91], Hourglass [59] trained on
MegaDepth [59], ResNetD [108] trained on a combination of datasets including ILSVRC [79],
Depth in the Wild [17], ReDWeb [108] and YouTube3D [18]. For networks that do not produce
a focal length, we use the validation set to find the best focal length that leads to the smallest
LSIV RMSE, and use this focal length for each test image. In addition, we also evaluate plane, a
naive baseline that predicts a uniform depth map.
Method Training Data LSIV RMSE WKDR
FCRN [55] ImageNet [79] + NYU [91] 0.67 39.95%
Hourglass [17, 59] MegaDepth [59] 0.67 38.37%
ResNetD [108, 18]
ImageNet [79] + YouTube3D [18]+
0.66 34.01%
ReDWeb [108] + DIW [17]
ResNetD [108] ImageNet [79] + OASIS 0.37 32.62%
ResNetD [108] OASIS 0.47 39.73%
Hourglass [17] OASIS 0.45 39.01%
Plane - 0.67 100.00%
Human (Approx) - 0.24 19.04%
Table 4.4: Depth estimation performance of different networks on OASIS (lower is better). For
networks that do not produce a focal length, we use the best focal length leading to the smallest
error.
Tab. 4.4 reports the results. In terms of metric depth, we see that networks trained on OASIS
perform the best. This is expected because they are trained to predict a focal length and to directly
optimize the LSIV RMSE metric. It is noteworthy that ImageNet pretraining provides a signif-
icant benefit even for this purely geometrical task. Off-the-shelf models do not perform better
than the naive baseline, probably because they were not trained on diverse enough scenes or were
not trained to optimize metric depth error. In terms of relative depth, it is interesting to see that
ResNetD trained on ImageNet and OASIS performs the best, even though the training loss does
not enforce depth ordering. We also see that there is still a significant gap between human perfor-
mance and machine performance. At the same time, the gap is not hopelessly large, indicating the
effectiveness of a large training set.
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OASIS
Method Training Data Angle Distance % Within t◦ Relative Normal
Mean Median 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30◦ AUCo AUCp
Hourglass [20] OASIS 23.91 18.16 31.23 59.45 71.77 0. 0.5786
Hourglass [20] SNOW [20] 31.35 26.97 13.98 40.20 56.03 0. 0.5016
Hourglass [20] NYU [91] 35.32 29.21 14.23 37.72 51.31 0. 0.5132
PBRS [119] NYU [91] 38.29 33.16 11.59 32.14 45.00 0. 0.5253
Front Facing - 31.79 24.80 27.52 46.61 56.80 0.5000 0.5000
Human (Approx) - 17.27 12.92 44.36 76.16 85.24 0.8826 0.6514
Table 4.5: Surface normal estimation on OASIS.
DIODE [103] ETH3D [87]
Method Training Data Angle Distance % Within t◦ Angle Distance % Within t◦
Mean 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30◦ Mean 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30◦
Hourglass [20] OASIS 34.21 14.45 36.98 51.36 33.00 26.25 54.07 65.36
Hourglass [20] SNOW [20] 40.10 8.29 27.20 40.67 45.71 10.69 31.16 43.16
Hourglass [20] NYU [91] 42.23 10.97 29.76 41.35 41.84 21.94 44.05 53.81
PBRS [119] NYU [91] 42.59 9.96 29.08 40.72 39.91 18.68 44.76 56.08
Front Facing - 47.76 5.62 18.70 28.05 58.97 11.84 23.75 30.19
Table 4.6: Cross-dataset generalization.
4.6.2 Surface Normal Estimation
We now turn to single-view surface normal estimation. We evaluate on absolute normal, i.e. the
pixel-wise predicted normal values, and relative normal, i.e. the parallel and orthogonal relation
predicted between planar surfaces.
Absolute Normal Evaluation We use standard metrics proposed in prior work [106]: the mean
and median of angular error measured in degrees, and the percentage of pixels whose angular error
is within γ degrees.
We evaluate on OASIS four state-of-the-art networks that are trained to directly predict nor-
mals: (1) Hourglass [20] trained on OASIS, (2) Hourglass trained on the Surface Normal in the
Wild (SNOW) dataset [20], (3) Hourglass trained on NYU Depth [91], and (4) PBRS, a normal es-
timation network by Zhang et al. [119] trained on NYU Depth [91]. We also include Front Facing,
a naive baseline predicting all normals to be orthogonal to the image plane.
Tab. 4.5 reports the results. As expected, the Hourglass network trained on OASIS performs
the best. Although SNOW is also an in-the-wild dataset, the same network trained on it does
not perform as well, but is still better than training on NYU. Notably, the human-machine gap
appears fairly small numerically (17.27 versus 23.91 in mean angle error). However, we observe
that the naive baseline can achieve 31.79; thus the dynamic range of this metric is small to start
with, due to the natural distribution of normals in the wild. In addition, a close examination of the
results suggests that these standard metrics of surface normals do not align well with perceptual
quality. In natural images there can be large areas that dominate the metric but have uninteresting
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Figure 4.8: Limitations of standard metrics: a deep network gets low mean angle error but impor-
tant details are wrong.
geometry, such as a blank wall in the background. For example, in Fig. 4.8, a neural network gets
the background correct, but largely misses the important details in the foreground. This opens up
an interesting research question about developing new evaluation metrics.
Relative Normal Evaluation We also evaluate the predicted normals in terms of relative relations,
specifically orthogonality and parallelism. Getting these relations correct is important because it
can help find vanishing lines and perform self-calibration.
We first define a metric to evaluate relative normal. From the human annotations, we first
sample an equal number of point pairs from surface pairs that are parallel, orthogonal, and neither.
Given a predicted normal map, we look at the two normals at each point pair and measure the
angle θ between them. We consider them orthogonal if |cos(θ − 90◦)| < cos(Θo), and parallel if
|cos(θ)| > cos(Θp), where Θo, Θp are thresholds. We then plot the Precision-and-Recall curve for
orthogonal by varying Θo, and measure its Area Under Curve AUCo, using neither and parallel
pairs as negative examples. Varying Θp and using neither and orthogonal as negative examples,
we obtain AUCp for parallel.
Tab. 4.5 reports results of relative normal evaluation. Notably, all methods perform similarly,
and all perform very poorly compared to humans. This suggests that existing approaches to nor-
mal estimation have limitations in capturing orthogonality and parallelism, indicating the need for
further research.
Cross-Dataset Generalization Next we study how networks trained on OASIS generalize to other
datasets. Surface normal estimation is ideal for such evaluation because unlike depth, which is
tricky to evaluate on a new dataset due to scale ambiguity and varying focal length, a normal
estimation network can be directly evaluated on a new dataset without modification.
We train the same Hourglass network on OASIS, and NYU, and report their performance on
two benchmarks not seen in training: DIODE [103] and ETH3D [87]. From Tab. 4.6 we see
that training on NYU underperforms on all benchmarks, showing that networks trained on scene-
specific datasets have difficulties generalizing to diverse scenes. Training on OASIS outperforms
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on all benchmarks, demonstrating the effectiveness of diverse annotations.
4.6.3 Fold and Occlusion Boundary Detection
Occlusion and fold are both important 3D cues, as they tell us about physical connectivity
and curvature: Occlusion delineates the boundary at which surfaces are physically disconnected to
each other, while Fold is where geometry changes abruptly but the surfaces remain connected.
Task We investigate joint boundary detection and occlusion-versus-fold classification: deciding
whether a pixel is a boundary (fold or occlusion) and if so, which kind it is. Prior work has
explored similar topics: Hoiem et al. [41] and Stein et al. [96] handcraft edge or motion features
to perform occlusion detection, but our task involves folds, not just occlusion lines.
Metric
Model
Edge: All Fold Edge: All Occ HED [112] Hourglass [17] Human (Approx)
ODS 0.123 0.539 0.547 0.581 0.810
OIS 0.129 0.576 0.606 0.639 0.815
AP 0.02 0.44 0.488 0.530 0.642
Table 4.7: Boundary detection performance on OASIS.
Evaluation Metric We adopt metrics similar to standard ones used in edge detection [2, 112]: F-
score by optimal threshold per image (OIS), by fixed threshold (ODS) and average precision (AP).
For a boundary to be considered correct, it has to be labeled correctly as either occlusion or fold.
To perform joint detection of fold and occlusion, we adapt and train two networks on OASIS:
Hourglass [17], and a state-of-the-art edge detection network HED [112]. The networks take in
an image, and output two probabilities per pixel: pe is the probability of being an boundary pixel
(occlusion or fold), and pf is the probability of being a fold pixel. Given a threshold τ , pixels
whose pe < τ are neither fold nor occlusion. Pixels whose pe > τ are fold if pF > 0.5 and
otherwise occlusion.
More specifically, the input to our evaluation pipeline consists of (1) the probability of each
pixel being on edge (fold or occlusion) pe, and (2) a label of each pixel being occlusion or fold. By
thresholding on pe, we first obtain an edge map Eτ at threshold τ . We denote the occlusion pixels
as O and the fold pixels as F . We find the intersection O ∩Eτ and use the same protocol as [2] to
compare it against the ground-truth occlusion O∗ and obtain true positive count TFo, false positive
count FPo and false negative count FNo. We follow the same protocol to compare F ∩ Eτ against
ground-truth fold F ∗ and obtain TFf , FPf and FNf . We then calculate the joint counts TF, FP and
FN: TP=TFo+TFf , FP=FPo+FPf and FN=FNo+FNf . We iterate through different τ to obtain the
joint counts TF, FP and FN at each threshold to obtain the final ODS/OIS F-score and AP.
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As baselines, we also investigate how a generic edge detector would perform on this task. We
use HED network trained on BSDS dataset [2] to detect image edges, and classify the resulting
edges to be either all occlusion (Edge: All Occ) or all fold (Edge: All Fold).
All results are reported on Tab 4.7. Hourglass outperforms HED when trained on OASIS, and
significantly outperforms both the All-Fold and All-Occlusion baselines, but still underperforms
humans by a large margin, suggesting that fold and occlusion boundary detection remains chal-
lenging in the wild.
4.6.4 Instance Segmentation of Planes
Our last task focuses on instance segmentation of planes in the wild. This task is important be-
cause planes often have special functional roles in a scene (e.g. supporting surfaces, walls). Prior
work has explored instance segmentation of planes, but is limited to indoor or driving environ-
ments [64, 116, 63, 115]. Thanks to OASIS, we are able to present the first-ever evaluation of this
task in the wild.
We follow the way prior work [64, 63, 116] performs this task: a network takes in an image, and
produces instance masks of planes, along with an estimate of planar parameters that define each 3D
plane. To measure performance, we report metrics used in instance segmentation literature [61]:
the average precision (AP) computed and averaged across a range of overlap thresholds (ranges
from 50% to 95% as in [61, 24]). A ground truth plane is considered correctly detected if it
overlaps with one of the detected planes by more than the overlap threshold, and we penalize
multiple detection as in [24]. We also report the AP at 50% overlap (AP50%) and 75% overlap
(AP75%).
PlanarReconstruction by Yu et al. [116] is a state-of-the-art method for planar instance seg-
mentation. We train PlanarReconstruction on three combinations of data: (1) ScanNet [26] only as
done in [116], (2) OASIS only, and (3) ScanNet + OASIS. Tab. 4.8 compares their performance.
As expected, training on ScanNet alone performs the worse, because ScanNet only has indoor
images. Training on OASIS leads to better performance. Leveraging both ScanNet and OASIS is
the best overall. But even the best network significantly underperforms humans, suggesting ample
space for improvement.
Method Training Data AP AP50% AP75%
ScanNet [26] 0.076 0.161 0.064
PlanarReconstruction [116] OASIS 0.125 0.249 0.110
ScanNet [26] + OASIS 0.137 0.262 0.126
Human (Approx) - 0.461 0.542 0.476
Table 4.8: Planar instance segmentation performance on OASIS.
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4.7 Summary
We have presented OASIS, a dataset of rich human 3D annotations. We trained and evaluated
leading models on a variety of single-image tasks. We expect OASIS to be a useful resource for
3D vision research.
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CHAPTER 5
Learning Single-Image Depth from Internet Videos 1
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters discussed how we collect a large amount of 3D annotations by designing
innovative UIs to crowdsource various 3D annotation tasks, with the goal to address the issue of
lacking diverse data for single-view 3D in the wild. In particular, in Chapter 2, we crowdsourced
human annotations of depth and constructed a dataset called “Depth-in-the-Wild (DIW)” that cap-
tures a broad range of scenes. This has been shown to be a feasible way to advance single-view
depth estimation in the wild. One drawback of crowdsourcing, though, is that it requires a large
amount of manual labor. What are other options that might be less dependent on manual labor?
One way is to use synthetic data [12, 68, 78, 52], but it remains unclear how to automatically
generate scenes that match the diversity of real-world images.
In this chapter, we explore a new approach that automatically collects single-view training
data on natural in-the-wild images, without the need for crowdsourcing or computer graphics.
The idea is to reconstruct 3D points from Internet videos using Structure-from-Motion (SfM),
which matches feature points across video frames and infers depth using multiview geometry. The
reconstructed 3D points can then be used to train single-view depth estimation. Because there is a
virtually unlimited supply of Internet videos, this approach is especially attractive for generating a
large amount of single-view training data.
However, to implement such an approach in practice, there remains a significant technical
hurdle—despite great successes [1, 39, 85, 86, 70], existing SfM systems are still far from reliable
when applied to arbitrary Internet videos. This is because SfM operates by matching features
across video frames and reconstructing depth assuming a static scene, but feature matches are
often unreliable and scenes often contain moving objects, both of which cause SfM to produce
erroneous 3D reconstructions. That is, if we simply apply an off-the-shelf SfM system to arbitrary
Internet videos, the resulting single-view training data will have poor quality.
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Shengyi Qian, and Jia Deng [18].
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Figure 5.1: An overview of our data collection method. Given an arbitrary video, we follow stan-
dard steps of structure-from-motion: extracting feature points and matching them across frames,
estimating the camera parameters, and performing triangulation to obtain a reconstruction. A Qual-
ity Assessment Network (QANet) examines the operation of the SfM pipeline and assigns a score
to the reconstruction. If the score is above a certain threshold, this reconstruction is deemed of
high quality, and we use it as single-view depth training data. Otherwise, the reconstruction is
discarded.
To address this issue, we propose to train a deep network to automatically assess the quality of
a SfM reconstruction. The network predicts a quality score of a SfM construction by examining the
operation of the entire SfM pipeline—the input, the final output, along with intermediate outputs
generated inside the pipeline. We call this network a Quality Assessment Network (QANet). Using
a QANet, we filter out unreliable reconstructions and obtain high-quality single-view training data.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates our data collection method.
It is worth noting that because Internet videos are virtually unlimited, it is sufficient for a
QANet to be able to reliably identify a small proportion of high-quality reconstructions. In other
words, high precision is necessary but high recall is not. This means that training a QANet will
not be hopelessly difficult because we do not need to detect every good reconstruction, only some
good reconstructions.
We experiment using Internet videos in the wild. Our experiments show that with QANet
integrated with SfM, we can collect high-quality single-view training data from unlabeled videos,
and such training data can supplement existing data to significantly improve the performance of
single-image depth estimation.
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Using our proposed method, we constructed a new dataset called YouTube3D, which con-
sists of 795K in-the-wild images, each associated with depth annotations generated from SfM
reconstructions filtered by a QANet. We show that as a standalone training set for in-the-wild
depth estimation, YouTube3D is superior to existing datasets constructed with human annotation.
YouTube3D also outperforms MegaDepth [59], a recent datatset automatically collected through
SfM on Internet images. In addition, we show that as a supplement to existing RGB-D data,
YouTube3D advances the state-of-the-art of single-image depth estimation in the wild.
Our contributions are two fold: (1) we propose a new method to automatically collect high-
quality training data for single-view depth by integrating SfM and a quality assessment network;
(2) using this method we construct YouTube3D, a large-scale dataset that advances the state of the
art of single-view depth estimation in the wild.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 RGB-D from depth sensors
A large amount of RGB-D data from depth sensors has played a key role in driving recent
research on single-image depth estimation [33, 91, 15, 26, 87]. But due to the limitations of depth
sensors and the manual effort involved in data collection, these datasets lack the diversity needed
for arbitrary real world scenes. For example, KITTI [33] consists mainly of road scenes; NYU
Depth [91], ScanNet [26] and Matterport3D [15] consist of only indoor scenes. Our work seeks to
address this drawback by focusing on diverse images in the wild.
5.2.2 RGB-D from computer graphics
RGB-D from computer graphics is an attractive option because the depth will be of high quality
and it is easy to generate a large amount. Indeed, synthetic data has been used in computer vision
with much success [36, 101, 68, 99, 12, 30, 23, 107, 77]. In particular, SUNCG [94] has been
shown to improve single-view surface normal estimation on natural indoor images from the NYU
Depth dataset [118]. However, the diversity of synthetic data is limited by the availability of 3D
“assets”, i.e. shapes, materials, layouts, etc., and it remains difficult to automatically compose
diverse scenes representative of the real world.
5.2.3 RGB-D from crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing depth annotations [17, 20] has recently received increasing attention. It’s ap-
pealing because it can be applied to a truly diverse set of in-the-wild images. Chen et al. [17]
crowdsourced annotations of relative depth and constructed Depth in the Wild (DIW), a large-scale
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dataset for single-view depth in the wild. The main drawback of crowdsourcing is, obviously, the
cost of manual labor, and our work attempts to mitigate or avoid this cost through an automatic
method.
5.2.4 RGB-D from multiview geometry
When multiple images of the same scene are available, depth can be reconstructed through
multiview geometry. Prior work has exploited this fact to collect RGB-D data. Xian et al. [108]
perform stereopsis on stereo images, i.e. pairs of images taken by two calibrated cameras, to collect
a dataset called “ReDWeb”. Li et al. [59] perform SfM on unordered collections of online images
of the same scenes to collect a dataset called “MegaDepth”.
Our work differs from prior work in two ways. First, we use a new source of RGB data—
monocular videos—which likely offer better availability and diversity—stereo images have limited
availability because they must be taken by stereo cameras. Multiple images of the same scene tend
to be biased toward well-known sites frequented by tourists.
Second, our method of quality assessment is new. Both prior works performed some form of
quality assessment, but neither used learning. Xian et al. [108] manually remove some poor recon-
structions; Li et al. [59] use handcrafted criteria based on semantic segmentation. In contrast, our
quality assessment network can learn criteria and patterns beyond those that are easy to handcraft.
5.2.5 Predicting failure
Our work is also related to prior work on predicting failures for vision systems [117, 25, 11, 5].
For example, Zhang et al. [117] predict failure for a variety of vision tasks based solely on the
input. Daftry et al. [25] predict failures in an autonomous navigation system directly from the
input video stream. Our method is different in that we predict failure in a SfM system to filter
reconstructions, based not on the input images but on the outputs of the SfM system.
5.3 Approach
Our method consists of two main steps: SfM followed by quality assessment, as illustrated by
Fig. 5.1. SfM produces candidate 3D reconstructions, which are then filtered by a QANet before
we use them to generate single-view training data.
5.3.1 Structure from Motion
The SfM component of our method is standard. We first detect and match features across
frames. We then estimate the fundamental matrix and perform triangulation to produce 3D points.
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It is worth noting that SfM produces only a sparse reconstruction. Although we can generate
a dense point cloud by a subsequent step of multiview stereopsis, we choose to forgo it, because
stereopsis in unconstrained settings tends to contain a large amount of error, especially in the
presence of low-texture surfaces or moving objects.
Our SfM component also involves a couple minor modifications compared to a standard full-
fledged SfM system. First, we only perform two-view reconstruction. This is to simplify the task
of quality assessment—the quality assessment network only needs to examine two input images as
opposed to many. Second, we do not perform bundle adjustment [38], because we observe that with
unknown focal length of Internet videos (we assume a centered principal point and focal length
is the only unknown intrinsic parameter), it often leads to poor results. This is because bundle
adjustment is sensitive to initialization, and tends to converge to an incorrect local minimum if
the initialization of focal length is not already close to correct. Instead, we search a range of
focal lengths and pick the one that leads to the smallest reprojection error after triangulation. This
approach does not get stuck in local minima, and is justified by the fact that focal length can be
uniquely determined when it is the only unknown intrinsic parameter of a fixed camera across two
views [74].
5.3.2 Quality Assessment Network (QANet)
The task of a quality assessment network is to identify good SfM reconstructions and filter
out bad ones. In this section we discuss important design decisions including the input, output,
architecture, and training of a QANet.
Input to QANet The input to a QANet should include a variety of cues from the operation of a
SfM pipeline on a particular input. Recall that we consider only two-view reconstruction; thus the
input to SfM is only two video frames.
We consider cues associated with the entire reconstruction (reconstruction-wise cues) as well
as those associated with each reconstructed 3D point (point-wise cues). Our reconstruction-wise
cues include the inferred focal length and the average reprojection error. Our point-wise cues
include the 2D coordinates of a feature match, the Sampson distance of a feature match under the
recovered fundamental matrix, and the angle between the two rays connecting the reconstructed
3D point and the camera centers.
Note that we do not use any information from the pixel values. The QANet only has access to
geometrical information of the matched featues. This is to allow better generalization by preventing
overfitting to image content.
Also note that in a SfM pipeline RANSAC is typically used to handle outliers. That is, multiple
reconstructions are attempted on random subsets of the feature matches. Here we apply the QANet
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Figure 5.2: Architecture of the Quality Assessment Network (QANet).
only to the best subset free from outliers.
Output of QANet The output of a QANet is a quality score for the entire reconstruction, i.e. a
sparse point cloud. Ideally, this score should correspond to a similarity metric between two point
clouds, the reconstructed one and the ground truth.
There are many possible choices of the similarity metric, with different levels of invariance and
robustness (e.g. invariance to scale, and robustness to deformation and outliers). Which one to use
should be application dependent and is not the main concern of this work. And it is sufficient to
note that our method is general and not tied to a particular similarity metric.
QANet architecture Fig. 5.2 illustrates the architecture of our QANet. It consists of two branches.
The reconstruction-wise branch processes the reconstruction-wise cues (the focal length and over-
all reprojection error). The point-wise branch processes features associated with each recon-
structed point. The outputs from the two branches are then concatenated and fed into multiple
fully connected layers to produce a quality score.
Point-wise cues need a separate branch because they involve an unordered set of feature vectors
with a variable size. To be invariant to the number and ordering of the vectors, we employ an
architecture similar to that of PointNet [75]. In this architecture, each vector is independently
processed by shared subnetwork and the results are max-pooled at the end.
QANet training To train a QANet, a straightforward approach is to use a regression loss that
minimizes the difference between the predicted quality score and the ground truth score—the sim-
ilarity between the reconstructed 3D point cloud and the ground truth.
However, using a regression loss makes learning harder than necessary. In fact, the absolute
value of the score matters much less than the ordering of the score, because when we use a QANet
for filtering, we remove all reconstructions with scores below a threshold, which can be chosen
by cross-validation. In other words, the network just needs to tell that one construction is better
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than another, but does not need to quantify the exact degree. Moreover, the precision of top-ranked
reconstructions is much more important than the rest, and should be given more emphasis in the
loss.
This observation motivates us to use a ranking loss. Let s1 be the “ground truth quality score”
(i.e. similarity to the ground truth reconstruction) of a reconstruction in the training set. Let s′1 be
its predicted quality score by the QANet. Similarly, let s2 be the ground truth quality of another
reconstruction, and let s′2 be the predicted quality score. We define a ranking loss h(s
′
1, s
′
2, s1, s2)
on this pair of reconstructions:
h(s′1, s
′
2, s1, s2) =
{
ln (1 + exp(s′2 − s′1)) , if s1 > s2
ln (1 + exp(s′1 − s′2)) , if s1 < s2
(5.1)
This loss imposes a penalty if the score ordering of the pair is incorrect. When applied to all
possible pairs, it generates a very large total penalty if a bad reconstruction is ranked top, because
many pairs will have the wrong ordering. Obviously, in practice we cannot afford to train with
all possible pairs. Instead, we uniformly sample random pairs whose difference in ground truth
quality scores are larger than some threshold.
5.4 Experiments
Relative depth One implementation question we have left open in the previous sections is the
choice of the “ground truth” quality score for the QANet. Specifically, to train an actual QANet,
we need a similarity metric that compares a reconstructed point cloud with the ground truth point
cloud (the clouds have the same number of points and known correspondence).
In our experiments we define the similarity metric based on relative depth. We consider all
pairs of points in the reconstructed cloud, and calculate the percentage of pairs that have the same
depth ordering as the ground truth. Note that depth ordering is view dependent, and because our
SfM component performs two-view reconstruction, we take the average from both views.
Our choice of relative depth as the quality measure is motivated by two reasons. First, relative
depth is more robust to outliers. Unlike metrics based on metric difference such as RMSE, with
relative depth a single outlier point will not be able to dominate the error. Second, relative depth
has been used as a standard evaluation metric for depth prediction in the wild [17, 58, 108, 114],
partly because it would be difficult to obtain ground truth for arbitrary Internet images except to
use humans, which are good at annotating relative depth but not metric depth.
Another implementation question is how to train a single-view depth network with the single-
view data generated by our method, i.e. 3D points from SfM filtered by the QANet. Here we opt
to also derive relative depth from the 3D points. In other words, the final form of our automatically
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Figure 5.3: The quality-ranking curve on the FlyingThings3D dataset.
collected training data is a set of video frames, each associated with a set of 2D points with their
“ground truth” depth ordering.
One advantage of using relative depth as training data is that it is scale-invariant and sidesteps
the issue of scale ambiguity in our SfM reconstructions. In addition, prior work [17] has shown
that relative depth can serve as a good source of supervision even when the goal is to predict
dense metric depth. Last but not least, using relative depth allows us to compare our automatically
collected data with prior work such as MegaDepth [59], which also generates training data in the
form of relative depth.
5.4.1 Evaluating QANet
We first evaluate whether the QANet, as a standalone component, can be successfully trained
to identify high-quality reconstructions.
We train the QANet using a combination of existing RGB-D video datasets: NYU Depth [91],
FlyingThings3D [68], and SceneNet [69]. We use the RGB videos to produce SfM reconstructions
and use the depth maps to compute the ground truth quality score for each reconstruction.
We measure the performance of our QANet by plotting a quality-ranking curve—the Y-axis is
the average ground-truth quality (i.e. percentage of correct releative depth orderings) of the top n%
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Figure 5.4: The quality-ranking curve on the NYU dataset.
reconstructions ranked by QANet, and the X-axis is the number n. At the same n, a better QANet
would have a better average quality.
We test our QANet on the test splits of FlyingThings3D and NYU Depth. The results are shown
in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. In both figures, we provide an Upperbound curve from a perfect ranking
of the reconstructions, and a Random Ranking curve from a random ranking of the reconstructions.
From Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 we see that our QANet can successfully rank reconstructions by
quality. On FlyingThings3D, the average quality of unfiltered (or randomly ranked) reconstructions
is 71.41%, whereas the top 20% reconstructions ranked by QANet have an average quality of
95.26%. On NYU Depth, the numbers are 75.09% versus 86.80%.
In addition, we see that the QANet curve is quite close to the upperbound curve. On FlyingTh-
ings3D, the AUC (area under curve) of the upperbound curve is 91.28%, and the AUC of QANet
is 89.02%. On NYU Depth, the numbers are 87.49% and 83.56%.
Ablative Studies We next study the contributions of different cues to quality assessment. We
train five ablated versions of QANet by (1) removing 2D coordinate feature (-2D); (2) removing
Sampson distance feature (-Sam); (3) removing angle feature (-Ang); (4) removing focal length
(-Focal); (5) removing reprojection error (-RepErr).
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QANet Variants AUC
NYU FlyingThings3D
-2D 80.53% 85.34%
-Sam 83.20% 88.66%
-Ang 82.09% 85.00%
-Focal 82.54% 88.37%
-RepErr 83.37% 88.50%
Full 83.56% 89.02%
Upperbound 87.49% 91.28%
Random Ranking 75.09% 71.41%
Table 5.1: AUC (area under curve) for different ablated versions of the QANet.
Relative Depth Pairs Relative Depth Pairs Relative Depth Pairs Relative Depth PairsMeshMeshMesh Mesh
Figure 5.5: Examples of automatically collected relative depth annotations in YouTube3D. The
relative depth pairs are visualized as two connected points, with red point being closer than the
blue point. These relative depth annotations are mostly correct.
We compare their performances in terms of AUC with the full QANet in Tab. 5.1. They all
underperform the full QANet, indicating that all cues contribute to successful quality assessment.
5.4.2 Evaluating the full method
We now turn to evaluating our full data collection method. To this end, we need a way to
compare our dataset with those collected by alternative methods.
Note that it is insufficient to compare datasets using the accuracy of the ground truth labels,
because the datasets may have different numbers of images, different images, or different annota-
tions on the same images (e.g. different pairs of points for relative depth). A dataset may have less
accurate labels, but may still end up more useful due to other reasons such as better diversity or
more informative annotations.
Instead, we compare datasets by their usefulness for training. In our case, a dataset is better if
it trains a better deep network for single-view depth estimation. Given a dataset of relative depth,
we use the method of Chen et al. [17] to train a image-to-depth network by imposing a ranking loss
on the output depth values to encourage agreement with the ground truth orderings. We measure
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the performance of the trained network by the weighted human disagreement rate (WHDR) [17],
i.e. the percentage of incorrectly ordered point pairs.
YouTube3D We crawled 0.9 million YouTube videos using random keywords. Pairs of frames
are randomly sampled and selected if feature matches exist between them. We apply our method
to these pairs and obtain 2 million filtered reconstructions spanning 121,054 videos. From these
reconstructions we construct a dataset called YouTube3D, which consists of 795,066 images, with
an average of 281 relative depth pairs per image. Example images and annotations of YouTube3D
are shown in Fig. 5.5.
As a baseline, we construct another dataset called YTUF . It is built from all reconstructions that
are used in constructing YouTube3D but without applying the QANet filtering. Note that YTUF is
a superset of YouTube3D, and contains 3.5M images.
Colmap Our implementation of SfM is adapted from Colmap [85], a state-of-the-art SfM sys-
tem. We use the same feature matches generated by Colmap, and modified the remaining steps
as described in Sec. 5.3.1. In our experiments, we also include the original unmodified Colmap
system as a baseline. To generate relative depth from the sparse point clouds given by Colmap, we
randomly sample point pairs and project them into different views.
We run Colmap on the same set of features and matches as used in constructing YouTube3D
and YTUF , obtaining 647,143 reconstructions that span 486,768 videos. From them we construct
a dataset called YTCol. It contains 3M images, with an average of 4,755 relative depth pairs per
image.
Depth-in-the-Wild (DIW) We use the Depth-in-the-Wild (DIW) dataset [17] to evaluate the
performance of a single-view depth network. DIW consists of Internet images that cover diverse
types of scenes. It has 74,000 test and 420,000 train images; each image has human annotated
relative depth for one pair of points. In addition to using the test split of DIW for evaluation, we
also use its training split as a standalone training set.
Evaluation as standalone dataset We evaluate YouTube3D as a standalone dataset and compare
it with other datasets. That is, we train a single-view depth network from scratch using each dataset
and measure the performance on DIW. To directly compare with existing results in the literature,
we use the same hourglass network that has been used in a number of prior works [17, 59].
Tab. 5.2 compares the DIW performance of a hourglass network trained on YouTube3D against
those trained on three other datasets: MegaDepth [58], NYU Depth [91], and the training split of
DIW [17]. The results are shown in Tab. 5.2. We see that YouTube3D not only outperforms
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Training Sets WHDR
NYU 31.31% [17]
DIW 22.14% [17]
MegaDepth 22.97% [59]
YTCol 34.47%
YTUF 25.11%
QA train 31.77%
NYU + QA train 31.22%
YouTube3D 19.01%
Table 5.2: Error rate on the DIW test set by the Hourglass Network [17] trained on different
standalone datasets.
NYU Depth, which was acquired with depth sensors, but also MegaDepth, another high-quality
depth dataset collected via SfM. Most notably, even though the evaluation is on DIW, YouTube3D
outperforms the training split of DIW, showing that our automatic data collection method is a
viable substitute for manual annotation.
Tab. 5.2 also compares YouTube3D against YTUF (YouTube3D without QANet filtering) and
YTCol (off-the-shelf SfM). We see that YouTube3D outperforms the unfiltered set YTUF by a
large margin, even though YTUF is a much larger superset of YouTube3D. This underscores the
effectiveness of QANet filtering. Moreover, YouTube3D outperforms YTCol by an even larger
margin, indicating our method is much better than a direct application of off-the-shelf state-of-
the-art SfM to Internet videos. Notably, YTUF already outperforms YTCol significantly. This is a
result of our modifications described in Sec. 5.3.1: (1) we require the estimate of the fundamental
matrix to have zero outliers during RANSAC; (2) we replace bundle adjustment with a grid-search
of focal length.
Fig. 5.6 shows a qualitative comparison of depth estimation by networks trained with different
datasets. We can see that training on YouTube3D generally produces better results than others,
especially compared to Y TCol and NYU.
We also include a comparison between YouTube3D and QA train, the data used to train QANet.
This is to answer the question whether a naive use of this extra data—using it directly to train a
single-view depth network—would give the same advantage enjoyed by YouTube3D, rendering
our method unnecessary. We see in Tab. 5.2 that training single-view depth directly from QA train
is much worse than YouTube3D (31.77% vs. 19.01%), showing that QA train itself is a not a
good training set for mapping pixels to depth. In addition, adding QA train to NYU Depth (NYU
+ QA train in Tab. 5.2) barely improves the performance of NYU Depth alone. This shows that
a naive use of this extra data will not result in the improvement achievable by our method. It
also shows that QANet generalizes well to images in the wild, even when trained on data that is
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Figure 5.6: Qualitative results on the DIW test set by the Hourglass Network [17] trained with
different datasets. Column names denote the datasets used for training.
quite different in terms of pixel content. It is worth noting that this result should not be surprising,
because QANet does not use pixel values to assess quality and only uses the geometry of the feature
matches.
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Network Training Sets WHDR
Hourglass NYU + DIW 14.39% [17]
[17] NYU + DIW + YouTube3D 13.50%
EncDecResNet ImageNet + ReDWeb 14.33%
[108] ImageNet + ReDWeb + DIW 11.37%
EncDecResNet ImageNet + ReDWeb 16.31%
(Our Impl ImageNet + YouTube3D 16.21%
of [108]) ImageNet + ReDWeb + DIW 12.03%
ImageNet + ReDWeb + DIW + YouTube3D 10.59%
Table 5.3: Error rate on the DIW test set by networks trained with and without YouTube3D as
supplement.
Evaluation as supplemental dataset We evaluate YouTube3D as supplemental data. Prior
works have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance on DIW by combining multiple sources
of training data [17, 108]. We investigate whether adding YouTube3D as additional data would
improve state-of-the-art systems.
We first add YouTube3D to NYU + DIW, the combined training set used by Chen et al. [17]
to train the first state-of-art system for single-view depth in the wild. We train the same hourglass
network used in [17]. Results in Tab. 5.3 show that with the addition of YouTube3D, the network
is able to achieve a significant improvement.
We next evaluate whether YouTube3D can improve the best existing result on DIW, achieved
by an encoder-decoder network based on ResNet50 [108] (which we will refer to as an EncDecRes-
Net subsequently). The network is trained on a combination of ImageNet, DIW, and ReDWeb, a
relative depth dataset collected by performing stereopsis on stereo images with manual removal of
poor-quality reconstructions. Tab. 5.3 summarizes our results, which we elaborate below.
We implement our own version of the EncDecResNet used in [108], because there is no public
code available as of writing. As a validation of our implementation, we train the network on
ImageNet and ReDWeb, and achieve an error rate of 16.31%, which is slightly worse than but
sufficiently close to the 14.33% reported in [108]2. This discrepancy is likely because certain
details (e.g. the exact number of channels at each layer) are different in our implementation because
they are not available in their paper.
As an aside, we train the same EncDecResNet on ImageNet and YouTube3D, which gives an
error rate of 16.21%, which is comparable with the 16.31% given by ImageNet and ReDWeb. This
suggests that YouTube3D is as useful as ReDWeb. This is noteworthy because unlike ReDWeb,
YouTube3D is not restricted to stereo images and does not involve any manual filtering. Note
that it is not meaningful to compare with the 14.33% reported in [108]—to compare two training
2All results in [108] are with ImageNet.
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datasets we need to train the exact same network, but the 14.33% is likely from a slightly different
network due to the unavailability of some details in [108].
Finally, we train an EncDecResNet on the combination of ImageNet, DIW, and ReDWeb,
which has produced the current state of the art on DIW in [108]. With our own implementa-
tion we achieve an error rate of 12.03%, slightly worse than the 11.37% reported in [108]. Adding
YouTube3D to the mix, we achieve an error rate of 10.59%, a new state of the art performance
on DIW (see Fig. 5.7 for example depth estimates). This result demonstrates the effectiveness of
YouTube3D as supplemental single-view training data.
Discussion The above results suggest that our proposed method can generate high-quality train-
ing data for single-view depth in the wild. Such results are significant, because our dataset is
gathered by a completely automatic method, while datasets like DIW [17] and ReDWeb [108] are
constrained by manual labor and/or the availability of stereo images. Our automatic method can
be readily applied to a much larger set of Internet videos and thus has potential to advance the state
of the art of single-view depth even more significantly.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we propose a fully automatic and scalable method for collecting training data for
single-view depth from Internet videos. Our method performs SfM and uses a Quality Assessment
Network to find high-quality reconstructions, which are used to produce single-view depth ground
truths. We apply the proposed method on YouTube videos and construct a single-view depth dataset
called YouTube3D. We show that YouTube3D is useful both as a standalone and as a supplemental
dataset in training depth predictors. With it, we obtain state-of-the-art results on single-view depth
estimation in the wild.
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Figure 5.7: Qualitative results on the DIW test set by the EncDecResNet [17] trained on ImageNet
+ ReDWeb + DIW (w/o YouTube3D), and fine-tuned on YouTube3D (w/ YouTube3D).
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Contributions
This dissertation has made contributions to single-view 3D perception in the wild in two major
fronts. First, we have presented novel methods to collect large-scale 3D datasets from the Internet,
effectively addressing the lack of diverse data issue in 3D vision (Chapter 2, 3, 4, 5). Second,
based on the collected datasets we have proposed novel methods to advance single-view perception
networks (Chapter 2, 3, 4).
6.1.1 3D Acquisition from the Internet
Data has played a major role in computer vision. Unlike the problem of image classifica-
tion where large-scale datasets like ImageNet [27] have propelled significant progress, progress in
single-view 3D perception has been largely hindered by the problem of lacking diverse and large-
scale datasets. We have presented novel ways to acquire diverse 3D supervision from the Internet
either through crowdsourcing or automated methods, and constructed four datasets: In Chapter 2,
we propose a novel task of annotating relative depth, and construct Depth in the Wild. In Chapter 3,
we propose a novel task of annotating surface normal on arbitrary surfaces, and construct Surface
Normals in the Wild. In Chapter 4, we present a novel pipeline of creating dense 3D surfaces from
human annotations, and construct Open Annotations of Single-Image Surfaces. In Chapter 5, we
present a novel Quality Assessment Network to identify accurate SfM results on YouTube videos,
and construct YouTube3D. These datasets cover vastly different aspects of 3D vision, ranging from
depth, surface normals, to occlusion and fold, which are available for images in the wild either for
the first time, or at a much large scale than prior work. They have served as valuable resources for
benchmarking and training 3D perception algorithms in the wild.
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6.1.2 Advancing Single-view 3D in the Wild
The availability of the aforementioned large-scale 3D datasets in the wild opens up a lot of
research opportunities. Through benchmarking prior arts on them, we identified that even though
methods trained on existing RGB-D datasets perform very well on prior benchmarks, they still
perform poorly on arbitrary images in the wild across a suite of 3D perception tasks (Chapter 2, 3,
4). This finding points to the direction of leveraging 3D data acquired from the Internet to advance
3D perception. To that end, we propose novel training losses and problem formulations to train on
the acquired data.
In Chapter 2, we have studied single-view depth estimation with relative depth from Depth in
the Wild as supervision. We propose the novel task of learning to predict depth ordering instead
of metric depth. This task is made possible by the introduction of a novel ranking loss. We show
that by leveraging existing RGB-D data and the relative depth from Depth in the wild, we can
significantly improve over the prior art of Eigen et al. [29].
In Chapter 3, we have studied surface normal estimations with a goal of using surface normal
supervision to advance depth perception in the wild. Our novelty lies in proposing two losses, one
that emphasizes depth accuracy, and another one that emphasizes surface normal accuracy. Our
results suggest that with surface normals as supervision we can further advance depth perception
in the wild.
In Chapter 4, we have studied a wide spectrum of single-view 3D tasks in the wild. We present
a novel depth evaluation metric that takes into consideration the effect of focal lengths and per-
spective projection. In addition to that, through designing a novel annotation pipeline, we identify
the importance of understanding occlusion and fold in 3D perception, and the benefits of knowing
the relative normals. We thus present the novel tasks to jointly estimating occlusion and fold from
a single image, and to estimate relative normals from a single image. By benchmarking state-
of-the-art methods on these novel tasks, we find a significant gap between human and machine
performance. Such finding points to new research opportunities.
6.2 Future Work
Despite recent progress, single-view 3D remains a challenging and unsolved problem. Based
on the research presented in this dissertation, we identified some possible future research direc-
tions.
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6.2.1 Aligning 3D Metrics with Human Perception
In Chapter 4, benchmarking prior works on OASIS has revealed limitations in some of the
popular 3D metrics, as demonstrated by the fact that they do not align well with the human per-
ception of 3D. As illustrated by Fig. 4.8, when large areas of uninteresting geometry are present,
they tend to dominate the error metric. Any error in the small but perceptually important details is
thus neglected.
Deigning metrics that pay special attention to the reconstruct details could help us better un-
derstand the limits of current single-view 3D methods, and develop better loss functions that are
more aligned with human perception. The research questions would be to identify locations where
humans deem important in recognizing and perceiving 3D. One possibility is to draw inspiration
from the human annotation pipeline in Chapter 4, where occlusion, fold, and planarity has been
critical in reconstructing 3D surfaces. For example, given a 3D reconstructions, an evaluation
metric could be designed to reflect the following qualitative aspects: Are the occlusion bound-
aries between objects accurately recovered? Are the sharp changes in surface normals (i.e. fold),
faithfully reflected in the reconstruction? Are regions that are supposed to be planar correctly
reconstructed to be planar?
6.2.2 Automatic Mining of Dense 3D Supervision from the Internet
It remains labor-intensive and expensive to acquire high-quality 3D supervision with manual-
labor regardless of how efficient the collection method is, as evident in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Thus,
automatically acquiring 3D is a more attractive alternative. Chapter 5 and other contemporary
work [59] have explored using SfM to automatically mine 3D from Internet videos or image col-
lections. However, their reconstructions are either sparse or are prone to error, with the main reason
being that SfM is not robust against interference from moving objects and feature mismatches. One
promising direction is to reconstruct small surfaces in the scene using SfM instead of trying to re-
construct a large part or the entirety of the scene. Ideally, 3D points on a small 3D surfaces could
be assumed to be undergoing a uniform Euclidean transformation from frame to frame, even if they
are on moving objects. Under this assumption, a SfM pipeline possesses the possibility to reliably
recover correct dense reconstructions of small surfaces from videos. The research question would
then involve how to filter out the bad reconstructions from the good ones in an automatic fashion.
6.2.3 Multi-stage Inferences of Single-view 3D
Most state-of-the-art single-view 3D estimation systems have largely been designed to be
single-stage, meaning one image is fed into a neural network and a depth output is inferred end-
to-end. However, an alternative way is to decompose the image-to-3D task into multiple stages,
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where each stage is a much easier task than the original task, and we just need to solve them one
by one. This idea has been explored in Chapter 4 with success, where an annotation pipeline is
designed to allow humans to draw down various simple 3D cues one at a time, and from these cues,
a complex 3D mesh is created. One promising direction is to design networks that embody this
idea of multi-stage 3D inference, where a network learns to first decompose the image-to-3D task
into multiple simpler ones and then from the solutions of these simpler tasks construct the 3D. The
research question would then include identifying the stages and tasks for a neural network to learn
so that better 3D can be inferred. A possible idea is to imitate the annotation pipeline in Chapter 4
with a neural network — train a network to recover occlusion, fold, surface normals, and relative
depth, from which a final 3D mesh can be recovered.
6.2.4 Acquiring Completed 3D Reconstructions of Objects in the Wild
Single-view 3D data are usually in the form of depth maps, where ground truth 3D is available
for the visible parts of objects, and that of the occluded part is missing. While 3D knowledge
of visible parts is sufficient for most vision tasks, tasks such as planning and physics reasoning
would get a significant boost if knowledge of the 3D in the occluded area were present. Therefore,
machines should possess the ability to not only infer the 3D of visible parts, but also hallucinate
3D of occluded parts. Teaching machines to perform this task would require completed 3D re-
constructions of objects in images as supervision. However, none of the existing datasets provide
such data. One promising direction is to collect it from the Internet via crowdsourcing, based on
the observation that the human mind is capable of performing this imagination task easily. The
research question would be to design an efficient UI to allow workers to annotate the completed
3D reconstructions accurately and efficiently, as well as algorithms to infer completed 3D from a
single image.
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